Double Takes!

All-around track and field athletes (and twins) Michael Hill and Johnnie Hill-Hudgins competed in the Women’s 50+ division at National Doubles ... See how they did on Page 63!

Inside ... Gift Guide!
National Doubles Results! World Seniors! Junior Team, Profile, People, Global, Instruction, Entries, Calendar, Rankings & much more!
The Power in the Game. Sudsy Monchik #1 & Cliff Swain #2.

Suds, they call him the Tiger Woods of racquetball. In his lifetime he has achieved every major goal in the game. After dominating junior racquetball and winning every age group, he skipped amateurs altogether. His first season in the pros he finished fifth. In his second, he became World Champion and never looked back. But as powerful as he is, he also knows that if you can get more from your racquet it's a little less time in the weight room. And that's why he switched to The Catapult. More power when and where you need it. Yeah, like he needs it.

Cliff. They call it the Swain Era. 88 years in which he completely dominated the game. It was rare that anyone took games from him much less matches. And remember those 180 Mph serves? Still rip 'em. His play? Well, he's the only guy who's still serving Suds from time to time. But this four-time World Champion isn't just a "take my trophy and go home" kind of player. His input and consultation have always been a great asset to Head and the game. Currently playing with a racquet he helped develop, The Pyramid 190 "G". Fast, powerful and a true winner. Sounds a lot like Cliff.

Catapult Technology: Most racquets, when hit a ball, flex and lose energy. With Head racquets several factors work together to help harness the power. Catapult's throat area is designed with thick post action. Like a golf club to snap back to its original state faster than other racquets. This creates a "launch like" action which accelerates the ball as it leaves your strings. Hit with a lot more and you will see the increase in power.

Pyramidal "V" Design: Head created one of the most unique breakthroughs in racquet cross-section design with our Pyramidal frame. It creates a consistent flex that minimizes energy loss through the frame. And now we've applied it. The main wall now conforms to reflect the same shape as the entire wall. This gives the Catapult an additional nine square inches of string bed. The benefit is more surface area for hitting, more string power on each shot and more consistent response from the string bed.

For a dealer near you contact us at 1-800 HEAD USA.
POWER. Let's not beat around the bush. Power is everything. Ours isn't some
clean-cut reality.

So let's just take our word for it. See for yourself.

THE CATAPULT SERIES:

"XL" Design: To further increase our racquet's performance, we've added length without compromising the frame's strength. Our "XL" racquets weigh the same as our conventional length frames, yet boast 20% more reach. Great for getting that shot a bit further.

"Tackified" Lycra gloves: An innovative material that allows for more comfortable wear. Unlike traditional Lycra, our "Tackified" version provides extra grip and control on your shots.

"XL" Design: In addition to our "Tackified" Lycra gloves, we've also added length to our "XL" racquets. This means they can reach even further, giving you an edge over your opponents.

GLOVES: The hottest gloves in racquetball! An innovative technology that allows for enhanced grip and comfort. Our gloves are made from the finest materials, ensuring maximum performance on the court.

SHOES: If you're looking for performance, look no further. Our shoes are designed with the latest technologies, providing maximum support and comfort.

BAGS: The perfect bag for your racquets and accessories. Large central chambers with plenty of pockets for organization. Whether you're on the go or sitting at home, our bag has you covered.

"Head" is a registered Head trademark.
from the editor

You know, I can never follow the plots of movies that involve time travel... I mean, how is it possible to go forward in time and meet your own grandchildren? And what's the deal with matter not occupying the same physical space at the same time? You explode if you accidentally have physical contact with yourself in two different time zones?? Photos of you disappear if you're in the wrong place at the wrong time? See, I'm getting a headache already just thinking about it...

The reason I mention it is simply that, sure, you're all in the holiday spirit — probably getting ready to enjoy some turkey (in real time) — while I'm actually getting ready to go to National Doubles (in the soon to be recent past...). I'm thinking “gee, I used to know how to play this game... I sure hope it comes back to me over the weekend...” You’re wondering about how many tournaments — total — it will take to work off that pumpkin pie staring at you. I have to bear in mind that the first people to see this issue hot off the press will be U.S. OPEN participants in Memphis, who will already know how well I did, or didn't do, at Doubles... last month! (Thanks, Mary & Larry...) I think I'm getting a migraine...

In planning each issue, I have to figure out what you might want to read, or hear about, months from now. And “it must be done delicately, or you hurt the spell...” For this issue, though, I think we've covered most of the bases — including some helpful tips on staying “in the now” from Lynn Adams, Luke's annual recap of good news, and plenty of information to keep you playing. The season is in full swing... we've only been able to cram in calendar events through mid-January. We've helped you with your holiday shopping with the annual Gift Guide. Event coverage is as up-to-the-minute as we can get it — given that time/space continuum thing — with at least an attempt to get the Doubles results in at the last minute (still iffy, but check page 63 to see if I made it). Oh, and we'll be trying to arrange a cover shoot at Doubles, too — how did it turn out?

So, even my shaky grasp on time travel convinces me to wrap my mind around the thought that right now would be a good time for me to begin thinking about what you'll want and need to know next year. No matter that it's only mid-October — time waits for no woman! I can only hope I won’t accidentally run into my future self and explode all over one of the 1998 issues. Now doesn’t that give you a headache...?
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## Photos
CENTER • Posing at Nationals (l-r): Sharon Hastings-Welty, Rose Stoltmann, Jo Kenyon. Photo: Courtesy Rose Stoltmann.
BOTTOM • Penn representative Carrie Cimino and Fran Davis “on display.” Photo: Courtesy Penn Racquet Sports.

## On the Cover
Twins Michael Hill (left) and Johnnie Hill-Hudgins are undeniably multi-talented ... with experience as models, singers, world class track & field athletes, movie stunt doubles, talk show guests, martial artists, actresses and, or course, elite level racquetball players. Look for late-breaking results on page 63, and complete National Doubles coverage in the January/February issue! Photo: Kevin Vicroy.
AmPRO Fan
The people of “racquetball” are implementing creative events and programs with ever-increasing frequency. It’s encouraging, exciting and attracting more players. Game credibility is growing. In the not-so-distant future, we will be able to look back, with a sympathetic smile, at the game’s doom-and-gloom predictors. We’ll see increases in courts, players, and media attention; foreseen by few today. The most recent innovation is the AmPRO program. Here, our future clinicians, instructors, programmers, coaches, and club managers are being trained in varied locations throughout the U.S.

Clinicians Gary Mazaroff and Ken Woodfin conducted one of these seminars at the Maverick Athletic Club in Arlington, Texas. The scope and detail covered, with the aid of an outstanding “you-keep-it” manual was interesting, graphic and easy to follow — simply awesome! They demonstrated their in-depth experience and communications skills by addressing all facets of the game — and the business. They did the USRA proud.

Racquetball players — if you really desire to learn, or teach, the game, attend an AmPRO clinic and become involved in the future!

Joe Lambert
Dallas, Texas

Another Joe
In “An Ordinary Joe” published in the Jan/Feb ’97 issue, dissidence to RBall Zine was implied by its’ author, a college professor. I beg to differ, and offer the following as deductive reasoning.

First of all, I find it impressive that anyone can play over 1,000 games in one year, and have a goal of 1,200. With this much play, strings would be a viable concern. For this, I would turn to the article by Steve Crandall. If I played this many games, I would be re-stringing my racquet(s) weekly.

Secondly, I would make sure my racquets are top of the line, and best suited for my style of play and body strength/weight. My eyewear, shoes, gloves, and balls would also meet with my specific needs. Equipment manufacturers spend quite a bankroll to promote their latest and greatest in beautiful color ads. All you have to do is scroll the pages, the information is there. Still confused? Then attend a local tournament ... you don’t have to play in it. Find “AA” and/or Open Players who are your size and style of player and watch what equipment they use. Incidentally, watching upper level players in a tournament will help increase your level of play. Too, you will soon find that tourney players are about two levels above club players. Getting back to RBall Mag. . .

Third, and most importantly in my opinion, are the articles by Lynn Adams on Game Strategies, Fran Davis on being the best you can be on and off the court, and then the continuing education of drills, shot selection and serves usually by Tom Travers. RBall Zine has chosen the best in our sport to write these articles for our betterment.

Finally, if anyone is a subscriber to RBall Zine, you are paying fifteen bucks a year for literally thousands of dollars of instruction by the very best, plus the rankings and professional insertions. I would suggest all readers ‘read’ the magazine cover to cover, before making an ignorant statement, especially a college professor!

Joe Woods
Humble, Texas

The Vegetarian Voice
Why do some tournament directors not include vegetarian fare as part of the hospitality? There have been numerous occasions where I put “Please have food for vegetarians” right on the entry form and no arrangements have been made. Vegetarians cannot live by bread and salad alone! We are not some oddball minority in this day and age.

Would it not be cost effective to cut back on meat or fish in every meal? How about plain pasta with sauce, a peanut butter, banana or cheese sandwich? Is this all a plot to give the meat-eaters a better competitive advantage over the vegetarians? Does that mean all the vegetarians are the better players, therefore, by depriving them of the protein and carbohydrates they need to be at the top of their performance level, this is the only way to even the score?

On behalf of my own experience and that of other vegetarians who compete in tournaments, please do yourselves a favor ... save some money! Please hold the beef, chicken, fish, at least for some meals. Believe me, your consideration is greatly appreciated.

Alyse Cori
Novato, California

 Correction
I played in the Minnesota Regional in Columbia Heights at the Hall of Fame Racquetball Club, and I noticed a misprint in the results published in the Sept./Oct. issue that just came out. It said that a lady named Marion Crawford won the Women’s A division. The lady’s name is actually Mary Crawford, from Naperville, Illinois. I just happened to know this because I was with her at the event, and she is my mixed doubles part-
COURT DONORS WHO MADE IT HAPPEN!

Donations as of October 6 totalled $22,236.00 — which still leaves us quite a way to go before we reach the home stretch (the goal is $75,000). Then a permanent, traveling plaque will be made up to accompany the court on its journeys. So, if you’ve already given and would like to increase your gift (and perhaps jump into a higher category), it looks like you have plenty of time before the final list is memorialized in its permanent form. Make your contribution to the cause in the gold, silver, bronze or patron donor category, and become one of our very special portable court “builders.” Call the USRA at 719/635-5396 to make your donation!
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reader forum

I am only sending this note because she played very well in the event and I thought she deserved the credit. She went from being a novice to Women’s A level in two years. I am happy she is my partner.

Larry C. Cotton
Bowling Brook, IL

Good Samaritan

This past weekend in Albuquerque at the World Senior Championships, I found a very nice Head racquet at the Kirtland AFB courts. I notified the desk at Tom Young's and told Gary Mazaroff, but surely feel that someone accidentally left it behind and will miss it. This is an expensive racquet and I'm sure the person who left it would appreciate getting it back. I can be reached at home at 208/368-0418.

Dennis O'Brien
Boise, Idaho

Thrown a Hip?

I am a regular racquetball player (3-4 times/week) who has recently been told to curtail the activity, or I would end up with hip replacement surgery. My question is - are you aware of regular players who have had hip replacement surgery and continued to play? Would it be possible for me to be put in touch with some of these people, that they could share their experiences? Many thanks in advance!!

Steve Trott
Memphis, Tennessee

Online Advice

I am a coach - a personal coach to be exact. I help people improve both their personal and professional lives. I spend my days helping clients succeed, on their terms. That’s what I am doing since I transitioned from professional racquetball player/nutrition consultant/racquetball instructor to being a coach. Not that I have given up playing, counseling, or teaching, because coaching is inclusive of these skills. But now I work with the bigger picture of why people struggle to achieve and/or maintain the results they want whether it’s to be a better racquetball player, to lose weight, to have better relationships, or to advance in their professions. By focusing on other areas of their lives, we are able, as a team, to create results that are permanent.

Throughout my professional career I have always been aware of how my life off the court affected my performance on the court. I played my best racquetball when I felt a balance between my personal life and my work. As a racquetball instructor and nutrition consultant, I saw similar struggles among my clients who sincerely desired a specific outcome, sought my expertise, and fell short implementing the information because of not enough “time” or because “life” got in the way.

That’s when I became aware of wanting to address this piece of the puzzle so that my clients would be more successful. I had consciously worked this piece out for myself of achieving a balance between my personal and professional life, and now I wanted to share the information. I believe many of us face similar challenges, regardless of our professions. The big question is, “how can I do extremely well at work, enjoy my personal and family life, and still have time for myself?” I believe it is possible to “have it all” without struggling or sacrificing.

What I hope to accomplish with a new series of articles for RACQUETBALL is to give information that may be helpful in exploring this question. Ultimately I would like this column to be interactive, i.e., I will respond to specific questions and situations. If you have a personal or a business situation that you want coaching on, please e-mail me directly or write to the magazine. I will respond to you personally, and, only if mutually agreed upon, will I share your situation in print. I look forward to hearing from you and to sharing some information that has made a very powerful difference in my life.

Marcy Lynch
e-mail: Coach2u812@aol.com

[Interested? Write to Marcy in care of the magazine for answers in print in upcoming issues in 1998. – Editor]
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• • • IN THE NEWS

• • Marty Hogan was featured in a lengthy 25-30” story in the July 11, 1997 edition of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. The article, relayed to the USRA by Missouri state president Jen Yokota, re-capped Hogan’s extremely successful career and touched on his place among the nation’s sports celebrities. Two color photos and one large black and white photo decorated the piece ... Post-Dispatch columnist Bernie Miklasz added some racquetball news to “Bernie’s Bits”, on Sept. 6. • • Katie Gould, Josh Tucker and assistant coach Jen Yokota were mentioned in connection with the naming of the 1997-98 Junior Team USA, and Jim Murphy was noted as the 1997 USOC/USRA Developmental Coach of the Year • • Cincinnati’s Gerri Stoffregen and Shelley Odgen were featured in the June 23 edition of the Cincinnati Enquirer. The story revolved around Odgen and Stoffregen’s numerous titles and their domination at the local Mid-Town Athletic Club. The two were pictured initially with an inaccurate cut-line, so the picture was published again, with a correction ... Around the same time, Stoffregen was featured in the Cincinnati Post in an article title, “The Natural.” Pictured in a large photo next to the piece, author Mike Wainschott concentrated on the local’s 10th national title won at Singles in May. • • Former NFL great, Jim Turner, was the keynote speaker at the World Senior Championships in Albuquerque in late summer. The former Denver Broncos kicker was also placed into service as a first-class promoter for racquetball — he gave interviews on six local radio stations during the tournament • • World Senior champion Debbie Tisinger was a featured athlete in the October 6 “Faces in the Crowd” section of Sports Illustrated, for her fifth consecutive win in the Women’s 35+ division.

Gotten some local press lately? Send a copy of your clipping to: RACQUETBALL Magazine “In the News”, ATTN: Kevin Vicroy, 1685 West Unitahe, Colorado Springs, CO 80904-2921 and we’ll make a note of it!
TEAM EXTREME

Jason Mannino
Mike Ray
Todd O'Neil
Marcy Lynch
Woody Clouse
Laura Fenton

eXtreme pro series

EXTREME PRO
"...great feel...incredible power."

XENON
"...a racquet designed just for women."

ENFORCER+
"...a powerful racquet balanced for perfect control."

FELON
"...great overall performing racquet."

XENON
"...the first racquet perfect for women."

LIGHT+
"...perfect balance."

SPALDING
1-888-SPALDING
UP AND COMING

PICTURED FOLLOWING ANNUAL "TEAM TRIALS" IN COLORADO SPRINGS — TOP ROW (L-R): KATIE GOULD, ERIN BRANNIGAN, RYOKOTA & ERIC MULLER; TEAM MEMBERS SCOTT FOSTER, JAMES FORD, WILLIE TILTON, JEN BHUTA, JOSH TUCKER, COACHES CHRISTINA LEWENDAL, KRISTEN WALSH, BROOKE CRAWFORD, LIANA KERWOOD, MEGAN BALS, SARA BORLAND.

November — December 1997
My Experience at the Junior Team Trials
By Christina Lewenda

I have been playing racquetball for seven years, but this was the first year I attended the Junior Team Trials at the Olympic Training Center in Colorado Springs. When I was selected to be a participant this year I was excited about the chance to learn new racquetball skills, as well as spend a week with old and new racquetball friends.

For years I had heard stories about the camp from veterans who had gone through the “week of hell,” as they called it. Despite what everyone had told me I didn’t really know what to expect. I knew that I had to spend a big part of my summer preparing physically for the camp, though. For me this involved running several times a week, plyometrics, many, many, push-ups and sit-ups, and also working on my racquetball skills.

Coming into the camp, the only goal that I had set for myself was to put out the best effort that I was capable of. What else could I ask of myself? Of course, I also wanted to meet and spend time with new friends. I definitely accomplished this. It was amazing how close we all had become by the end of the week. Everything at the camp was made easier by all of the support from other participants. We all helped each other make it through the week.

As the camp drew to a close, I understood why the veterans always had so much difficulty explaining exactly what the camp was all about because it is hard to put into words. We were definitely pushed to the limit both physically and mentally. When I was selected to be on the USA Jr. Team it was an incredible feeling. It showed me that hard work and determination really does pay off because I felt that I had accomplished my initial goal of doing the very best that I was capable of. I feel very honored to be part of this team because every other member is both a great person and player. I am looking forward to an exciting year of playing racquetball and representing the U.S. with them.

A Hard Working Bunch ...
By Jed Bhuta

This year’s camp experience was slightly different. With new coaches for the team, the camp set-up went through some minor changes. The training center had
also been totally redesigned, so I found myself in a totally different atmosphere from the year’s before. After the first couple of days of my body being completely sore, though, I realized that not much had changed after all.

We arrived in Colorado Springs on the 15th of August. The campers arrived at various times and it was exciting to see who had come on the next shuttle from the airport. That night we had a welcome meeting and a couple of ice-breakers to help get us acquainted with campers we didn't know. These two things really helped the camp get started in terms of the campers knowing each other. After the meetings we went to the dorms for a little free time.

The next four days were all basically the same. After a restless sleep my alarm woke me at 6:30 am. I would get up and run with my fellow campers to and around the lake. We met the coaches at the tennis courts and began a series of stretches. The run and stretches, along with various other exercises, comprised our morning workout. After our workout we would have our morning physical test. These tests included push-ups and sit-ups, the 1.5 mile run, the 40 yard dash, and even the dreaded simulation run. After the morning workout we would go back to the Training Center for a shower and some food. At 10 o'clock everyday we would go to Lynmar Athletic Club where we would have coaches instructing us on many different skill and teaching modules. Since we were allowed to pick which modules we needed help in, the campers were able to vastly improve on their playing and teaching skills. After the modules we were allowed to play on challenge courts. Some campers played to see if they could de-throne the newly crowned national champions and some played for fun. I personally played for fun, trying to put my national's memories behind me.

The first couple of days started out fun, but as the third day passed, the tension began to build. Aside from the fact that we were at the camp to learn, I couldn’t help to think about who was going to make it and who wasn’t. We even had a player’s meeting that night to cut some of the mounting tension. The fourth day came fast. On the morning of the 19th we had the simulation run, quite possibly the single most difficult thing in the whole camp. For those of you not familiar with the run, I like to call it Hiser’s “20 minutes of torture.” I think Jim Hiser invented it to get back at all the juniors who had caused him problems from the year before. Anyway, the run is supposed to simulate a racquetball match, even though you don’t get three timeouts or ten seconds between rallies. Basically it is twenty minutes of sprinting and jogging until you throw-up. After the run we went back to the training center for some recuperation time and some food. After breakfast we went to the club for a final skill module and the coaches then left to make their final team cut. At 6:00 pm we started to watch movies and waited for word from the coaches. This final three hours proved to be one of the longest times of my life. I have had the pleasure of being appointed to the team, and the disappointment of not making the team — and either way is not easy. We waited and waited and the tension grew as every second passed. At about 10:30 the coaches came in, announced the team and quietly left the room. After the initial cries of joy and of sadness filled the room we gathered for a group hug and went our separate ways.

This camp was especially memorable to me 'cause it was my last one. I will remember it because I was one of the older guys trying to help bond the campers together. Aside from the hard work, the camp was also a lot of fun. We even caught most of it on tape thanks to Erin Brannigan's brilliant idea of bringing a video camera. The camp was also brightened by many practical jokes and even surprises. One day we got a visit from the USRA’s PR genius Kevin Vicroy, who gave us a great inspirational talk. He left us with words of wisdom to make us try even harder at the camp. From hanging out with old friends like Mark Bloom and that treehugger, Erin Brannigan, and having deep conversations with Liana, Sara, Katie and Vanessa, to meeting new people like Adva, Foster and Elan, the camp was as much fun as it has been in the past. The camp experience is one of the greatest that racquetball has to offer.
In some sports you just protect yourself.

Now you can protect yourself in style with impact resistant fashion eyeguards from Leader. Our Vegas and Newport designs feature anti-fog, anti-scratch, shatterproof protection. And they give you unobstructed peripheral vision so you won't miss a beat on the court.

Don't just protect yourself... do it in style with Leader.
Longer racquet.
Longer mainstrings.
Longer handle.
**22.0” LongString.**

Introducing the most powerful racquets in the game:
New LongString 22” Bedlam and
New LongString 22” Anarchy.

**New 22” Length**
**New 22” Mainstrings**
**New 6” Handle**

No competitor comes close to the E-Force combination of 22-inch racquet and 22-inch mainstrings.

Longer mainstrings mean more power, and only E-Force has patent pending LongString Technology which extends the center mains through the entire handle.

The combined length of the ten center mains is at least 56 inches longer than those in all competitor racquets.

A tremendous power advantage!

---

**E-FORCE**
Patent Pending LongString Technology

10366 Roselle Street, Suite A • San Diego, CA 92121 • (619) 623-4040 • [http://www.e-force.com](http://www.e-force.com)
The Most Powerful Racquets In Racquetball.

It's a fact—longer mainstrings mean a more powerful racquet (see box at right). LongString Technology™, available only from E-Force, is the most significant advancement in racquet design in the nineties.

Mainstrings extending through the handle were first introduced with the Mayhem 21.0". For those who prefer a 21" racquet and 21" mainstrings, the Mayhem is still the ultimate weapon on the court.

The new 22" Bedlam™ and 22" Anarchy™ racquets increase power not just by lengthening the overall racquet. 22.0" LongString Technology adds a full inch to each center main... eight new power-producing inches of mainstring length. With the ten center mains now totalling 201.5 inches, compared to 145 in the nearest competitor racquet, E-Force LongString Technology gives you the power to dominate in all aspects of your game.

Why longer mainstrings deliver more power.

As racquet frames evolved, longer mainstrings resulted in huge increases in power. The quadraform head shape outpowered the teardrop (and throat-pieces became obsolete). The midsize out-powered the quadraform. The oversize outpowered the midsize. 16.2", 21.0" and now 22.0" LongString Technology outpowered the oversize. Why do longer mainstrings and racquet bow length generate more power? It’s the same principle as the bow and arrow. For an equal amount of effort, longer mainstrings and bow length cause the strings to stretch further, allowing the frame to store more energy. The result is a string/frame system which provides a more powerful shot when the energy is released.

Why E-Force Racquets Are More Powerful

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Racquet</th>
<th>Bow Length</th>
<th>Max Length Mainstrings</th>
<th>Combined Length 10 Center Mains</th>
<th>E-Force Advantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22.0&quot; LongString</td>
<td>22.0 in.</td>
<td>23.5 in.</td>
<td>201.5 in.</td>
<td>Over 39% more mainstring length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayhem (E-Force)</td>
<td>22.0 in.</td>
<td>23.5 in.</td>
<td>201.5 in.</td>
<td>Over 33% more mainstring length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.0&quot; LongString</td>
<td>21.0 in.</td>
<td>20.5 in.</td>
<td>193.5 in.</td>
<td>Longer center mains deliver extra power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayhem (E-Force)</td>
<td>21.0 in.</td>
<td>20.5 in.</td>
<td>193.5 in.</td>
<td>Longer center mains deliver extra power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.2&quot; LongString</td>
<td>16.2 in.</td>
<td>16.0 in.</td>
<td>141.5 in.</td>
<td>E-Force longer center mains deliver extra power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayhem (E-Force)</td>
<td>16.2 in.</td>
<td>16.0 in.</td>
<td>141.5 in.</td>
<td>E-Force longer center mains deliver extra power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ten centermost mainstrings are at least 56 inches longer than those in all other racquets. See chart.

- Oversize racquet mainstring length
- 16.2" LongString Technology—Chaos™
- 21.0" LongString Technology—Mayhem
- 22.0" LongString Technology—Bedlam & Anarchy

10366 Roselle Street, Suite A • San Diego, CA 92121 • (619) 623-4040 • http://www.e-force.com
Route 66 was rockin’ when over 300 of the finest racquetball athletes in the world invaded the “Duke City” for the 9th annual IRF World Senior Racquetball Championships from August 26-30. With over 20 divisional titles up for grabs, ranging from 35-and-over to 80-and-over, play was as intense as the August heat in New Mexico. Fourteen countries were represented at this year’s event. In addition to large contingents from the U.S., Canada, Ireland and Mexico, there was Argentina, Sweden, Cuba, Peru, Belgium, Tonga, Colombia, Puerto Rico, Iran and Zimbabwe.

Players like former pro tour champion Dave Peck won their first World Seniors title, while veterans such as Paul Banales, Jo Kenyon and Debbie Tisinger completed five-year sweeps in their respective divisions. Hometown favorite Gary Sanchez made good on his bid for his first men’s 35+ title, downing Bill Lyman 15-9, 15-12 in the finale.

After winning four women’s 35+ crowns in as many years, Tisinger completed a five-year sweep with a hard-fought 15-8, 15-8 victory over Lorraine Galloway.

“I thought I played well and Lorraine is a phenomenal player,” Tisinger said following her win. “It was a good match.”

When asked what she thought of winning five titles in five years, the Californian replied, “I started thinking about how nice it would be to sweep it five years straight. I’m moving up to the 40’s next year, and I wanted to sweep out the 35’s before I did. It was a lot of pressure because there were a lot of great players this year.”

So, is she looking to repeat the feat at the next level? “That’s my plan,” Tisinger joked. “Be wary of the player who wants to sweep.”

After a semi-final finish in the men’s 35+ last year, Peck returned to Tom Young’s Athletic Club for his shot at the 40+ gold medal. Frantically searching for the whirlpool after his difficult 15-10, 15-12 win over Dave Schwent in the finals, Peck was admittedly exhausted after the strenuous week of play. It was the Racquetball Hall of Fame member’s first World Seniors championship.

On the women’s side of the 40-year marker, Susan Hendricks captured her second World Seniors title, outscoring Joanne Pomodoro 519-505 in a round-robin format.

The men’s 45+ featured a re-match of last year’s finale as Dave Kovanda and Gary Mazaroff faced-off for the title.
Unfortunately for Mazaroff, Kovanda repeated as champion for his second World Seniors crown. As the last match of the tournament, the former Ohio State Buckeye letterman posted a 7-15, 15-8, 11-5 win.

“It’s a battle of attrition,” Kovanda said of the tough week of play. “I’m always excited to last until today. This is brutal. The heat, the humidity, the altitude...the age.”

With a tiebreaker score hovering around 4-4 for several side-outs, Kovanda took over the momentum and cruised to the title.

“Gary’s always in the match,” Kovanda said of his Hall of Fame opponent. “He just plays such a consistent style and forces you to put balls away. I just felt like I could put the ball away today and fortunately, the shots were going in.”

Another Hall of Fame player in the winner’s circle was Kenyon. She held off Sue Embry 363-334 to win the women’s 60+ round-robin bracket. The victory was Kenyon’s fifth straight in the 60+ and eighth overall.

Banales was the third player at this year’s event to complete a divisional sweep, only the sixth ever. The Phoenix resident defeated in-state rival Jerry Northwood 15-13, 15-6 in the men’s 60+ final for his fifth consecutive and eighth overall World Seniors title.

Several international athletes reached the final four of their divisions, including Peggy O'Brien from Ireland (3rd in women’s 65+), Gil Rodriguez from Puerto Rico (semis in men’s 40+) and Oscar Gonzalez from Argentina (4th in men’s 70+).

Repeat winners were Sharon Hastings-Welty (7th straight), Nick Sans (4th), Joe Lambert (4th) and Dennis O’Brien (2nd).

Throughout the week, players were laughing, playing and reminiscing with friends in a tournament that seemed more like a racquetball player’s vacation than a cut-throat title chase. The World Senior Racquetball Council and its president Paula Sperling, along with tournament director Mazaroff wouldn’t have had it any other way.

As women’s 45+ silver-medalist Shelley Ogden put it, “It is the best tournament with the most comraderie. The key, and the reason why people come back, is that they make you feel special.”

IX IRF World Senior Championships
FINAL RESULTS: August 26-30
Albuquerque, New Mexico


Women’s 35+: Debbie Tisinger (Canoga Park, Calif.) def. Lorraine Galloway (Jamaica Estates, N.Y.) 15-8, 15-8; Women’s 40+: Susan Hendricks (Phoenix, Ariz.) def. Joanne Pomodoro (East Boston, Mass.) 519-505; Women’s 45+: Judy Sands (Cedar Grove, N.J.) def. Shelley Ogden (Cincinnati, Ohio) 15-11, 15-5; Women’s 50+: Merjean Kelly (Palo Alto, Calif.) def. Jean Heckman (Queensbury, N.Y.) 15-3, 15-2; Women’s 55+: Sharon Hastings-Welty (Corvallis, Ore.) def. Gail Shafer (Randalstown, Md.) 343-277; Women’s 60+: Jo Kenyon (Tallahassee, Fla.) def. Sue Embry (Valley Center, Calif.) 363-334; Women’s 65+: Lola Markus (Park Ridge, Ill.) def. Reta Harring (Madison, Wis.) 436-306; Women’s 70+: Dorothy Zeletinski (Edmonds, Wash.) def. Mary Lou Kackert (Roswell, N.M.) 222-144; Women’s 75+: Eleanor Quackenbush (Salem, Ore.) unchallenged; Women’s 80+: Zelda Friedland (Albuquerque, N.M.) unchallenged.

RACQUETBALL Magazine
Charlie Siaosi
Hobbs, N.M.
Charlie Siaosi was born and lived his first 23 years in Tonga, sometimes referred to by native Tongans as the "Kindom of Tonga." After moving to Hawaii for college in 1970, Siaosi enlisted into the U.S. Army in '72.

"I stayed there (in the Army) for a little over six years, 11 Siaosi said at the World Seniors in August. "Then I came back from being stationed in Germany and got out in 1980.

A racquetball player for over 10 years, Siaosi and his wife, a native of Wisconsin, live in Hobbs, N.M., where he works in the automotive industry. According to Siaosi, Tonga "has many, many islands, almost 300. People live in about half of the islands. The biggest is about 100 square miles, all the rest are smaller."

He hasn't been back to his homeland since 1991, but Siaosi was able to represent his country at the IRF 9th World Championships in Phoenix last year.

"I went there to represent Tonga," Siaosi said proudly. "The tournament meant a lot to me and everything was wonderful."

Brud Turner
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Self-titled as the Grand Maven of Nitpickers International, Brud Turner has brushed by his fair share of greatness over the years - particularly in 1943.

"It was at the Santa Ana army air base in Santa Ana, Calif., in 1943," Turner said staring into the clouds as if a movie dream sequence was about to commence. "The season started in April ...

It was then that Turner played on the same team as the legendary Joe DiMaggio , who was the squad's player-coach. It was then that DiMaggio ordered Turner to lay down a bunt, unaware that the Ohio native was unfamiliar with the proper technique. The result was a smashed finger that is still visibly mangled today.

"At the beginning of the 1944 season," Turner recalled, "Joe was transferred to Hawaii. His ulcer was acting up, so they transferred him and then discharged him."

For Turner, whose business card reads "Once I thought I was wrong, but I was mistaken," his memories of playing with the "Yankee Clipper" will never be forgotten.

Paula Sperling
Albuquerque, N.M.
Current president of the World Senior Racquetball Council, Paula Sperling has been playing since the late 70's. But she is the proudest of her work with the IRF World Senior Racquetball Championships, held each August in Albuquerque, N.M.

"We (the WSRC) want to create an atmosphere where senior players can come and have a racquetball vacation," Sperling said. "We set the tournament up so they can play in blocks and then go out and see the city."

Although the event now hosts over 400 players from around the world, the World Seniors started a little smaller.

"I think there were 40 players in the first tournament. Now, we average around 375 to 400. Luke (St. Onge) asked us several years ago if we'd like to make it a world championship for seniors. We said yes and this is the ninth one. We feel it's the premier event for senior racquetball players."

A season ticket holder for his beloved Cleveland Indians, Turner has been playing racquetball since 1964.

Paula Sperling
Albuquerque, N.M.
"I went there to represent Tonga," said proudly. "The tournament meant a lot to me and everything was wonderful."

Damian Jelso,
Albuquerque, N.M.
Father of the IRT's 11th-ranked player, Tony, Damian Jelso knew that his son was something special early on.

"When Tony was eight years old, he would accompany me to the Elk's Club here in Albuquerque," the elder Jelso said. "He had an old plastic racquet that I bought at K-Mart. It was a "Bandito" and was about as big as he was."

According to Damian, Tony sat outside the courts and studied different styles of play.

"I thought he was just daydreaming, but apparently he was actually watching angles and pinches and really began to digest and understand the game. By the time he was ten, he and I had won the regional men's C's."

Damian Jelso, a converted handball player, has been playing since 1970. A member of the World Senior Racquetball Council, Jelso admits his love for racquetball, yet jokes about his ability.

"Somehow, I don't seem to get any better," Jelso said, admitting that he even loses to his friend Ralph Waddington at times.

"But we love the sport, we love the people and that's what it's all about."
HOW DO YOU MAKE A PENN BALL BETTER?

To make a Penn ball any more durable, we'd have to change the game as you know it. That's why those who know choose only Penn.

AMERICA'S #1 SELLING BALL.
Marlins All-Star Jeff Conine was released to play racquetball by club management during a batting slump earlier in the season. The result? His average went up by 20 points ... Conine later had to ask wife Cindy to withdraw from the National Doubles. Why? “We’re going to the World Series!”

DAVIS & MURPHY USOC COACHES OF THE YEAR
Fran Davis and Jim Murphy were named as USOC 1997 National and Developmental Coaches of the Year, respectively, for the United States Racquetball Association.

Without Fran Davis, the sport of racquetball would be missing one of its most vibrant and positively energetic ambassadors. A former tour professional, Davis continues to teach players of all ages as she travels the world delivering her spirited clinics.

A native of Brooklyn, N.Y., Davis now resides in San Francisco where she owns her own business. She served on the national team coaching staff from 1989 to 1997, helping Team USA win four consecutive World Cups, six Tournament of the Americas titles and the overall team gold medal at the ’95 Pan American Games in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Her latest coaching feats include students Brooke and Bart Crawford of Klamath Falls, Ore. Brooke is the current Girl’s 16-and-under world and national titleholder, while brother Bart was a fourth in the Boy’s 12-and-under division at the Junior Worlds and third in the 14-and-under draw at the “97 Junior Olympic National Championships.

Jim Murphy has been an irreplaceable piece of racquetball’s “grass roots” programming since 1984. On a national level, Murphy has coached 18 regional champions, five national high school champions and one national intercollegiate winner.

From 1986 to present day, the current Concord Racquetball Club professional has held the title of USRA National High School Commissioner. During that same span, Murphy has run the highly successful St. Louis High School Racquetball League, as well as developed a strong national presence for the sport.

Presently coaching racquetball at Villa Duchesne, St. Louis University and Kirkwood High School, the Missouri native has taught 243 state high school champions, along with 177 second-place finishers and 215 bronze medalists.

IN THE HALLOWED HALLS
Five youngsters got a close-up look at the current U.S. OPEN venue, when they attended the first Roberts Racquetball Academy and toured the Racquet Club of Memphis. Pictured in one of the club’s many oak-paneled rooms (facing page, top left) with top-ranked pro Andy Roberts were academy attendees: (front row, L-R) Josh Robinson, Drew Toland, Nick Arturo; (back row) Roberts, Chris Robinson and Christina Lewendahl.

PREMIER ONLINE!
When the USRA and RACQUETBALL magazine websites began offering online membership and subscription opportunities in late August, it didn’t take long for web surfers to get on board. The first online USRA member was Scott A. Carter of Ithaca, New York — and the first online subscriber to the magazine was Michael Lichstein of Hidden Hills, California. Take
a look at the sites for yourself at:
http://www.usra.org and

YOU CAN QUOTE ME
Taken from an article in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch (July 11, 1997): “While [Marty] Hogan was attending San Diego State, his accounting professor was bragging about a possible $18,000 salary for graduates in the accounting field. According to Hogan, ‘I looked around the room, and everybody’s jaw was dropping. That was a lot of money in the 1970’s. Now this sounds really terrible, but the guy who was carrying my racquetball bag then was making $18,000.’”

LOGO DESIGNER ISSUES FIRST EDITION SON
Dave Titus, designer of the new USRA logo, and wife Janet celebrated the birth of their first child, John Wesson Titus on Wednesday, June 11th at 9:30 p.m. Described by his father as having “a bunch of dark hair on his head” (hidden under Dad’s ski sock at right), John Wesson weighed seven pounds, 11 ounces and stretched to a lengthy 19.5 inches. Another potential artist/racquetball player?

THIRD TIME CHARM-ER
Florida Racquetball Association administrator Mary Lyons took time out from organizing one of the state’s largest tournaments to give birth to her third child on July 11. Timed down to the minute, the Lyons’ second son (behind 15-year-old Jimmy and 10-year-old big sister Katie) was scheduled for delivery just as soon as Mom was able to hand off the draws for the annual Sunshine State Games to long-time doubles partner Susan Pfahler for delivery to Orlando. “I’ve got to get him trained early” said Mary “since just about everything around here revolves around racquetball.” Mary and husband Steve were thrilled by the new addition ... Roy Joseph Lyons, who weighed in at 8lbs, 9oz. and exceeded the “legal” length limit (at the time) at a full “oversized” 22 inches.

RACQUETBALL WAS THERE FOR ME!
By John Archambeau
I’ve been playing racquetball for about 20 years and much of my life has revolved around it. However, I didn’t quite understand how important it was to me until I got sick. After a tournament match, I was showering when I noticed a lump on one of my testicles. Well, this lump didn’t go away and I was forced to see a doctor. Fortunately, I didn’t wait to long to see a doctor, because early detection is the key to fighting cancer. My worst fears were realized and it was cancer. On top of having to surgically remove the cancer, I also had to start chemotherapy treatments. Every two weeks I would go in for five days of treatment. This went on for four months. I was a very sick man!

Through all of this, I kept on playing racquetball. I had to for a number of reasons. First of all, when I played it gave me time away from the mental stress of the illness. On the court I was safe. I could turn my attention to the game I loved. Secondly, the friends I played with, who I love dearly, always...
supported and encouraged me. Even when I didn’t have any hair left, my friends treated me as normal - joking, competing, and getting after it. We had some great matches. In fact, my doubles partner and I came in second in our club tournament halfway through my treatments. Finally, the physical exercise of racquetball allowed me to stay in shape to fight the cancer. My body held up to the end, because I kept sweating out the poisons that were being pumped into me. I truly believe, and so do my doctors, that it kept me out of a hospital bed.

I’ve said many times to people that racquetball is a great lifetime sport. I didn’t realize how prophetic those words were. It truly saved my life!! Cancer is serious business. Early detection is the key to survival. Women and men need to check themselves and have physicals done. Remember, racquetball will always be there for you!!

**Junior USA Team Trip to Montreal**


This group experienced a different culture in Montreal, although it has many similarities to our own and is not so far away from home. Some of the things they learned, aside from French, included appreciating a different language and customs; how to teach someone individually to play racquetball, without their knowing English; and how to treat guests, as we were fortunate to have two families and other people welcoming us and making us feel at home.

Our daily agenda consisted of morning workouts (or extra sleep as the week went on), an afternoon activity, followed by racquetball at night. The activities included going to the local mall, L’Ronde amusement park, sightseeing in downtown Montreal, BBQs and lots of pool action, watching movies, rollerblading, and attending a Montreal Expos game.

Our racquetball activities centered around playing the Quebec Junior Team and local members of Nautilus Plus Anjou, site of the 1992 IRF World Championships, as well as Nautilus Plus Brossard and Sani-Sport Brossard members. We discovered the differences between American and Canadian players, with their style being more passing-oriented than power, as in the States. Tyler and James got a chance to play against Canadian National Team member Jacques Demers while Brooke played Josee Grand’Maitre. We also had the opportunity to play squash on our night at Sani-Sport.

One member said, “By travelling to different countries, like Canada, we are wearing “USA” on our back and promoting our sport well. It’s a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, and I’m very honored. By visiting neighboring countries, our sport slowly gets bigger and better, and the Junior Team has a lot to do with that. We, as Junior Team members, are the roots for those who have the chance to compete in higher situations.”

We could not go without saying “Merci!!” a L’Assoc. Quebecoise de Racquetball; Racquetball Canada; Nautilus Plus Brossard & Anjou; Sani-Sport Brossard; Josee Grand’Maitre, Michel Gagnon, Vincent, et Mathieu; Pierre Bergeron, France Monette, et Veronique; Philippe Boucher; Manon Corbeil; Jacques Legrand; Rino Langelier; Martin Baril et Helene; Jacques Demers; et tous les juniors!

MASTERY OF
RACQUETBALL®

Featuring CLIFF SWAIN #1 Pro in the World

The only in-depth, step-by-step method for more power, accuracy and smarts. All the tools to be a top-level player - how to use, practice and win with them! Your own camp with premiere instructor Tom Travers, and it never has to end! Cliff Swain featured throughout.

- 3 hours 18 minutes of high quality video instruction.
- Workbook - reinforces unique techniques to elevate your game.
- Practice & Progress Cards® - laminated to take to the court.
- Optional 60-page instructor’s Guide.

TAPE 1: 1 HOUR 55 MINUTES
Part 1 Grip, Swing, Stance: basics of powerful, accurate shots. (30 mins.)
Part 2 Forehand: principles, how to execute an arsenal of 12 different shots. Practice drills. (40 mins.)
Part 3 Backhand: principles & confident execution of 11 different shots. Practice drills. (45 mins.)

TAPE 2: 1 HOUR 23 MINUTES
Part 4 Serve & Service Return: mechanics & strategies of a variety of winning serves & service returns. Practice drills. (33 mins.)
Part 5 Preparation & Strategy: warm-up, game plan, shot selection, offensive and defensive pressure, anticipation. (50 mins.)

There’s nothing out there that even comes close to the gains you’ll make for the $169 investment.

“"The most comprehensive instructional package I’ve seen. I strongly recommend it."

Jim Hiser, Ph.D.
Director, U.S. Olympic Elite Racquetball Camp
American Amateur Racquetball Association

MAIL OR FAX ORDER FORM

Name ____________________________________________
Street Address ____________________________________ Apt. # ______
City ___________________ State _______ ZIP ______

Telephone No. ( ______ ) ________________________ ☐ Day ☐ Evening

☐ Check or Money Order: payable to Lawrence Adams, Inc.

☐ MasterCard ☐ Visa Expiration Date: ______ / ______ (Mo/Yr)

Acct. No. ____________________________

Signatures ____________________________ (Required for charges)

Mastery of Racquetball $169.00
Shipping & Handling (Alaska & Hawaii: $18.75) $ 8.90
Ohio residents add $10.56 sales tax
Inquire about multiple-unit orders. TOTAL $___.

FAX: 330-677-4684 TEL: 330-677-4665 MAIL: Lawrence Adams, Inc. • 2955 Fox Burrow Drive • Stow, Ohio 44224
Taking on Tokyo
by Todd O'Neill

My trip to Tokyo started in Dallas, at a very busy time. Just twelve days earlier I had experienced the birth of my daughter Sara Hope on August 29th, so I was feeling guilty about leaving Mary and the baby so soon. But her parents were there and it would only be a week. Just the same, when they dropped me off at the airport I had a weird feeling I would be held hostage in some postwar political mess and I would get stuck in Japan and never see my daughter or family again. Other pros have gone to Japan and have had great experiences ... but it was just a feeling. Maybe because the only information I had been given was that a guy named Koichi would be picking me up at the airport. No phone numbers, nothing. Just stand there at the airport and wait for some guy named Koichi.

Thankfully, when I arrived and went through customs — boom! There was “Koichi,” clad in Spalding gear, along with Ken, a Utah State graduate who was to be my translator for the week. Ken loves racquetball and part of his deal was that he would get to play against me as often as he wanted. No problem.

My first clinic was held at the Tokyo YMCA and about 40 people showed up to play and learn a couple of new tricks. The Y has five courts (with one three-wall glass) and hosted an IRT event that Mike Ray attended last December. Inside, I was amazed that everyone left their racquets hanging on this cubicle (about 200 total). When I asked Ken if they ever got stolen, he looked at me like it was an impossibility. After playing everyone once (and Ken three times) the clinic was over. I really enjoyed meeting Aqua Man and the rest of the crew — it was a blast.

The next day was a “day off” before the big tournament. Since Koichi and Ken had work to do in the morning, I decided to take a field trip on my own. It was raining when I started out (at my hotel there was a place to lock up your umbrella before you went inside, which I thought was funny), so I needed a cab to get to the train station. When I got in I couldn't believe how clean it was and that the cabbie was so well dressed. At the subway there were so many people waiting to get on the trains you had to jockey for a place to stand (the Transit Authority has employees called “pushers” who cram people onto the trains during rush hours). I couldn't remember ever being among that many people; it was like leaving a packed Cowboys game but nobody was moving. When I saw this I got a little claustrophobic and decided to bail out. I had no idea where I was going, but my journey continued on foot.

Because there is so little land to develop (none, really) everything is built “up.” At least six stories. With no place to park, it's common to see businesspeople riding bikes all over the place. It was only misting out, but everyone except me had an umbrella. I thought the mist felt great but everyone else was prepared for a typhoon. Japan's
Annual Umbrella sales: 3 billion! After four hours of walking around it became apparent that: 1. The crime rate is very low. I never felt threatened. 2. There are no bums, not a one. Everyone works six days a week, 10-12 hours a day and gets Sunday off. 3. The Japanese remain calm and cool in crisis situations. I had this idea that everyone over here was like Jackie Chan running all over the place and kicking each other. Not true. Unlike some Americans, they solve problems with no joke reasoning. Also a strict anti-gun law helps.

Tournament day!! Ken picked me up and we took the train to The Levene Sporting World, one in a chain of four clubs in Tokyo. The two-story club is a very nice family fitness center and I was told to take my shoes off before going up the stairs (no street shoes inside!). Upstairs was packed and my first match was against Tadayoshi Kawai, a club employee and one of the tournament directors. We played 2 out of 3 to 11, and the crowd was very respectful and curious. My experience internationally has been that crowds cheer and hiss against you, yelling ‘go home gringo.’ But this was not the case in Japan at all. Tad played very well and has a lot of potential. Scores: 11-3, 11-7.

My next match was against E-Force player Bunya Hasegawa, who promotes and sells products at tournaments. Scores: 11-1, 11-8. If Bunya could become more fundamentally sound, I’d look for this kid to be tough. My semi-final match was against Yoshinori Amari, who beat three-time Japanese Champ Fruita in an 11-10 tiebreaker to reach the semi-finals. Yoshi played a very athletic and fun match against me. Scores: 11-2, 11-9.

In the finals against young upstart Manya Tanaka, I couldn’t remember the last time I had played in front of so many people! It was tough getting by people to get to the court. I was really excited to play Manya because he has some pro experience and is Japan’s #1 player. The match was hard-fought, ending in two games of 11-4, 11-8. My first ever tournament win in Japan!

The tournament was fun but the awards ceremony was the best part. The tournament directors asked me to say something after the match. While beers were being handed out by the case and everyone was buzzing with anticipation, I was asked to say “campi,” which means cheers, or salut, depending on where you’re from. After everyone received their awards, it was time for the door prizes. The tournament director stood on four Reebok steps and yelled Junkenput!! At that signal, everyone threw out “rock” “paper” or “scissors.” Those who beat the director’s throw got to move forward. If you lost, it was bye-bye. This part was a blast. Japanese Rock, Paper, Scissors. The guys on the tour would have loved it since lots of decisions are made on tour this way. Some players think it is all luck but the good players know it takes Junkenput. In the final drawing, a young female junior player named Harumi won my racquet to cap off the ceremony and the tournament.

The next day I went to the birthplace of Japanese racquetball — the DO — the first courts built in Japan back in 1980. Hard to believe the Japanese are as good as they are for only playing for such a short time. And they are only getting better. Women’s racquetball is huge there. I see them as World Championship contenders in four years.

Koichi has brought other pros to Japan — like Ruben Gonzalez, Mike Ray, Laura Fenton, Brian Rankin, Mike Engel and Buz Sawyer — to help educate the Japanese players on technique and the latest trends so they can improve faster and be more competitive internationally. Koichi paid for a very expensive trip and looked after me like a long-lost brother. For the first time in my racquetball career, I felt like Michael Jordan. On behalf of myself and all the other pros, I’d like to thank Koichi again for an experience that I will never forget.

No prison camps, no political unrest — just one of the best times I’ve ever had.
Elmwood Summer Cooler Pro-Am
MONCHIK DOMINATES NEW ORLEANS

Only three days after the Foxwoods Doubles final in Vegas the IRT headed to New Orleans and the beautiful Elmwood Fitness Center, where the first singles event of the new season drew big numbers and brought out players with something to prove. Could Monchik repeat his New Orleans victory of 1996 after a summer break that mysteriously lasted one week longer than expected? Could Swain start the season with a win and begin to re-establish himself as #1? Could Roberts go 100% after a summer of rest for a chronically bad knee? And what of all the young stars of the IRT? Even afterward many of these questions remained, but one issue had been closed with an exclamation point — Monchik was ready to play and defend his status as the best player on the planet!

The round of 16 continues to be where the top seeds prove how good they really are. As usual Monchik, Swain, Roberts, and Mannino showed how far ahead of the field they are by dominating the likes of Reiff and Bronfeld while moving on to the quarters. Mike Guidry got a real battle from Gelhaus who spent the summer training and has come back this season in the best shape of his career. The only upset came from #10 Tony Jelso, who continued his strong play from Las Vegas and beat #7 Mike Ray in four games. The big four moved into the semis with ease, with the exception of Roberts who put on a tremendous five-game show against Guidry, highlighted by a 35 minute, 15-13 game three.

The semi-final is where the big four become the dominant two. The past two seasons have consistently seen Monchik put on a show for the crowd while dominating his opponents. At the same time, legendary battles between Swain & Roberts have created an outstanding rivalry. Monchik followed his pattern by winning an entertaining four game match over #5 John Ellis. Swain and Roberts began to repeat a classic battle of last season before Roberts started to pull up lame in game two, limping noticeably on his bad knee. After finishing the game and a discussion with Commissioner Hank Marcus, Roberts forfeited the match.

Monchik vs. Swain
It doesn’t matter what city or country you are in, the young prodigy against the veteran draws a special crowd and excitement. Both Monchik and Swain have their own following and legions of loyal fans. Both players — who consider each other their ultimate rival — attempted to kick of the season with the first win and send a message between them. It was clear for the start that Monchik was on his game. He was a little faster, his serves were more effective, and he controlled the rallies. By the second game, Swain seemed to get frustrated and Monchik rolled to a three game win and his first victory of the season. So the IRT left New Orleans looking a lot like the preceding season: Monchik on top, Swain trying to solve him, and Roberts limping. They would all get two weeks off before the IRT hit California to continue the saga.
Coors Lights Pro-Am

SWAIN BOUNCES BACK IN STOCKTON

It's simply referred to as "the longest running pro stop in history" around the tour and throughout California. For the 16th consecutive year the pros descended on Stockton for the traditional Labor Day Coors Light Pro-Am, where California fans would get their first look at the '97-98 version of the IRT Tour. Before the tournament had even begun players and spectators had heard about Monchik's huge win in New Orleans and Robert's physical problems. Would a couple of weeks off give Swain some new ideas on attacking Monchik? Would Roberts regain his mobility? And would John Ellis find the key to playing well in his hometown club?

The round of 16 showcased the skills of several players making their first tour appearances of the season. Woody Clouse used his powerful backhand and intense personality to beat Mike Guidry while the tour's hardest server, Louis Vogel, lost a five-game battle to IRT's last living control artist Mike Ray. Other good showings in the 16's included another strong early season start for Tony Jelso, with a four game win over Dan Fowler, and hometown hero John Ellis put on a great spectator match in a four game win over roommate Adam Karp.

But the real surprise of this round was the Andy Roberts vs. Mike Green match. This is the type of match fans have seen Roberts dominate over the years with his tremendous concentration and pinpoint forehand. Green, new to the tour but a seasoned Canadian National Team member, was not at all intimidated and used a blistering serve to Roberts forehand over and over for aces or weak returns. In the end Green's great play and Robert's bad knee added up to Green's first trip to the quarters and the biggest tour upset in years.

The quarters began to take an interesting turn due to upsets and the Ellis home court advantage. A routine top of the draw saw Monchik cruise through Clouse after a close first game and Mannino take a surprisingly-easy four-gamer from Ray. All the action was in the bottom of the draw. Giant killer Green returned to Court 1 to take on Jelso, where they would battle for their first semi-final appearance. Both looked tight in front of the sellout crowd as Green won the first game. But Jelso, who has played great racquetball all season, was not to be denied. He seemed to relax and took the next three games easily to earn a spot in the semis.

The late match was the one everyone had lined up to see — Ellis vs. Swain. Ellis' family, friends and fans packed the gallery and went crazy as he turned on his power game to take a 2-1 game lead. It appeared that Ellis might reverse the trend that had added up to so many close losses to Swain over the years, and although Swain struggled with his game, he never quit and went on to win the match with grit and determination.
Sunday brought the semis, the “big three” and Jelso. Against doubles partner Swain, Jelso continued his outstanding play by taking a quick lead in the first game. Then it all stopped as Swain went on one of his famous runs, winning the first game and dominating the remainder of the match to earn his second final appearance of the young season and await the winner of Monchik and Mannino. Swain would have a long wait.

The two New York legends who grew up competing with each other have brought their show to the pros in a big way over the last two years. Monchik, the undisputed #1, and Mannino (who so many doubted) dove, yelled, laughed, and blasted through three hours of intense play before Monchik won the fifth and handed Mannino an unbelievably disappointing loss.

**Monchik vs. Swain**

Labor Day was a holiday for everyone except Monchik and Swain as they continued the hottest rivalry in the sport since Hogan and Yellen. The California fans wanted to see if Monchik could again completely neutralize Swain as he had earlier in New Orleans. So the battle of the 90’s hit Court 1 — which over the years has seen all the greats of the pro game from Hogan, Yellen, and the Peck brothers, to Inoue. This early season match meant a lot to both players; Monchik had a chance to really put the hammer to Swain and shake his confidence; Swain needed the win to re-establish himself as competitive and a serious challenge for the #1 spot. The atmosphere was electric as they began the match. The first few points showed the intensity that these two call upon against each other as they fought to 10-10 with every shot in their arsenals. Then Swain hit the big shots and closed out the first game with a forehand kill. Monchik never recovered and Swain steamrolled him in the next two games to win in three straight.

So the rivalry just continues to grow! Two events played and Monchik and Swain have split them with neither match being close. The remainder of the season will just add to the allure of each match as they carry on a year-round battle for the #1 spot in the sport.

---

**Foxwoods IRT Doubles**

**O’NEIL & ROBINSON CAPTURE FIRST PRO DOUBLES TITLE**

After only a six-week off-season, the IRT kicked off the new season in a city the players love: Vegas. August brought high temperatures and great doubles to the first event of this season’s four-stop Foxwoods Resort & Casino Super Series ... along with some big-name no-shows. Many of the top-ranked players were missing, due to other commitments (Monchik), missed flights (Swain), or no partner (Roberts & Guidry), so the draw was filled with teams who felt sure this was their event. With no better way to start the season than with a win, the situation was ideal but the pressure was tremendous.

There is a theory among the players of IRT that a team of any two good doubles players can beat two top-ranked singles players. This theory has proven out many times, but since the IRT only has two doubles events each season — and Monchik and Doyle keep winning them all — all bets were off in Vegas.
The real action began in the quarterfinals and it wasn't even on the court. As the first match began, the buzz throughout the club reported that Swain had missed his flight from Boston the previous night and his partner Tony Jelso had four hours to come up with a stand in. Jelso placed two emergency calls to California: one to Brian Hawkes and the other to Steve Lerner. Hawkes machine was on, so he was out! But Lerner picked up and within an hour was on a flight from LA to help form the new #1 seeded team.

Meanwhile some of the greatest doubles teams, past and present, were battling for semi-final spots. Former national and world doubles champion Eric Muller offered up a strong right side to southpaw legend Bret Harnett. But the quarters brought them up against Jason Mannino and Woody Clouse, where the contrast in personalities was as great as their abilities as Mannino/Clouse rolled to a four game win.

Over the last couple of years, Todd O'Neil and Derek Robinson had spent plenty of time winning titles on the amateur circuit while continuously being frustrated in pro doubles events by everything from bad draws and bad calls to forfeits. But Vegas was to prove lucky for the pair as they fought to 10-10 in the fifth game and rolled the dice for two kills to advance over John Ellis and Adam Karp and claim a spot in the semis against Mannino/Clouse.

The top of the draw had been a mess ever since Swain did not show, but when Jelso and Lerner hit the court, they looked as if they had been together forever in dominating Rafael Filippini/Alberto Beltran in three straight games. In the last matchup of the round, one of the greatest doubles teams ever, Mike Ray & Ruben Gonzalez, went up against Kelly Gelhaus & Michael Bronfeld. The sentimental favorites brought their best game; Ray rolling forehands and Gonzalez diving and fly killing balls — but still split the first two games before the veterans turned it up a notch to win in four.

Semi-Finals
The semis featured four teams that felt they were going to win the whole event, but in very different ways and styles. Jelso/Lerner led it off against heavy crowd favorites Ray/Gonzalez. The first game became a doubles clinic with both teams showing every shot and get in the book. When Jelso killed the last two balls to win the first 12-10 it seemed to take something out of Ray/Gonzalez. For the rest of the match Gonzalez had trouble returning serve and Ray couldn't seem to kill his normally automatic forehand. Without those two weapons Jelso/Lerner dominated each rally winning in three straight and sending the crowd favorites home.

Fireworks were yet to come as Mannino/Clouse began their battle with Robinson/O'Neil. Mannino/Clouse played a controlling, slow tempo, great court coverage style and it worked to perfection as they took games #1 and #3 and seemed to be in total control. But when Robinson/O'Neil battled back to win game four 13-11, Mannino & Clouse were already giving each other dirty looks every time they missed a shot. The tiebreaker was the best of the tournament with great shotmaking, dives on every shot, and trash talking between teams — and partners! After a missed shot at 10-10 Mannino/Clouse gave O'Neil the “choke” sign and the battle escalated. Every rally was followed by running commentary, but the last word went to Robinson/O’Neil with a 15-13 win.

O'Neil/Robinson vs. Jelso/Lerner
Where pro racquetball is concerned, a final between Jelso/Lerner and Robinson/O'Neil might be considered surprising — to say the least. O'Neil & Robinson, despite numerous USRA successes, had struggled to win any matches at IRT doubles events, and just one day earlier Jelso hadn't even had a partner! The situation itself had given both teams a great deal of confidence. Plus, this match promised great racquetball, without any of the verbal warfare and intimidation seen in earlier rounds.

As had become their custom, Robinson/O'Neil started slowly and lost the first. Then O'Neil got hot and rolled ball after ball to win games two and three. Doubles seems to create close long matches with giant swings of momentum so it was no surprise when Jelso/Lerner fought back and forced a tiebreaker.

Two surprise final teams, and now only one game away from the Foxwoods title. All four played well, but O'Neil's forehand proved to make the difference. Robinson/O'Neil had finally exorcised the ghosts of professional doubles and won their first career title. And they'll have awhile to enjoy the victory, before April brings an opportunity to prove that — while they may have been longshots in Vegas — they can win anywhere.
After what seemed like a very short summer break, the season moved into full swing once again. This year the WIRT opened at the Annapolis Merritt Athletic Club, September 4-6, with the Pro-Am mixed doubles starting the event off on the right foot on Thursday evening. The qualifying rounds of 32 began in the morning on Friday and the tour welcomed a few new players.

Phyllis Morris who has made an appearance or two before, faced Anita Maldonado, who had been missing in action for quite some time and played fantastic ball to win in four tight games. Jennifer Dering, straight from the Elite Camp in Colorado Springs, seemed inspired and on a mission to break into the sixteens this time, but she was stopped by Kersten Hallender in three. Monique Flaherty advanced by forfeit over Shannon Feaster, Holly Gray lost to Michelle Wiragh in four games and veteran antagonist Kim Machiran beat Angela Madden, 11-6, 11-1, 11-4. Carolyn Payne, Bev Supanick and Mindy Hartsein also made appearances in the 32s, with Hartsein the only one of the three to advance with a win over Supanick.

In the 16s it was business as usual for top seeds Gould and Gudinas, with wins over Maldonado and Hartstein, respectively. Randi Friedman, our Rookie of the Year for the 96-97 season, needed five games to defeat Doreen Fowler. Lynne Coburn handled Hallender in four, O’Brien, again voted the Steding Cup Award winner for the past season, defeated Flaherty, who managed to take a game off of Molly early. Paraiso breezed past Wiragh, and Janet Myers put a damper on Kim Machiran’s weekend. Finally, Lorraine Galloway upset Lydia “Pebbles” Hammock, 5-11, 11-3, 11-6, 12-10. Too many german beverages? At this point, we don’t know....

Gould trounced Randi Friedman in the quarters 11-0, 11-3, 11-0, showing all of us what a master of the game she really is. Michelle was once again voted Player of the Year for the ’96-97 season. Will anyone be able to press her for that title this season? We hope so, but she appears to be in good health after a summer of rest and rehab. Paraiso broke Myers’ spirit, delivering a couple of doughnuts herself this time, and Coburn delivered the knock down to O’Brien, advancing in three short games. Cheryl Gudinas handled Galloway, also advancing in three, 11-2, 11-3, 11-2.
With Laura Fenton absent from the season opener, the top of the draw was open for Coburn to capitalize. She played tough against Gould in streaks and made Michelle move into front court to retrieve her dinks, a place where Gould doesn't normally prefer to be. This was effective for a while, but Gould pretty much had Coburn on the defensive the majority of the match. It took Gould only three games to make it to her usual spot in the finals on Sunday.

On the other half, Paraiso had a shot at keeping Gudinas from that same spot. Having played some athletic matches last season, this may have been the match to watch, as some dives usually come into play when these two meet. Gudinas went up 10-1 in the first, but Paraiso battled back to 10-9. Gudinas toughed it out and grabbed the game 11-9 however. In the second, Jackie took early leads, 6-0 and 8-3, but her opponent hung tough to out score Paraiso 8-0, taking the second 11-8. Paraiso regained complete control of game three with an 11-2 win, but later fell prey to a comeback in the fourth by Gudinas, who won the fourth, and the match, 11-7.

With Gould and Gudinas solidifying their spots in the rankings, there was no pressure here really for either one. Gould held the upper hand in this match, serving well as usual. Gudinas got a few serves going in streaks but couldn't seem to get on a roll, with Gould proving she still has the best serves in town. She went on to win this one, 11-4, 11-5, 11-2.
Ankle Injuries
by Grant P. Smith D.C.

In recent years the IRT has brought the game to a whole new level. As the ball moves faster, reaction time shortens. Hasty decisions can put the player at considerable risk, thus increasing the probability of an on-court injury. Throughout the entire body — and of all the joints composed therein — the ankle is the most commonly injured and is the most common musculoskeletal injury seen in emergency rooms nationwide. The ankle must provide stability and mobility when fully loaded. That is, standing in a neutral position it is the loading and unloading motion that destabilizes the joint. Remember that the ligaments play a primary role in ankle stability, muscles do not even come into play until 400 pounds of pressure are exerted. If an ankle injury is not rehabilitated properly the body will attempt to compensate for the weakness. In effect, the sprain can alter the body's biomechanics throughout the upper torso which can lead to a development of painful conditions or augment musculoskeletal imbalances.

Rehabilitation and Prevention

Stretching and strengthening of the flexors, extensors, pronators and supinators of the foot using a rehabilitative rubber band or tubing.

Wobble boards are great for proprioception, balance and strengthening.

Chiropractic manipulation to increase mobility, circulation, nerve conduction and prevent calcification and formation of scar tissue.

General stirrup taping into eversion provides decent support but does not replace the effectiveness of a complete taping - see a trainer or healthcare provider about detailed techniques.

Drills: Running figure eights, lateral shifting, stop and go, stair climbing and single leg bouncing and hopping.
IRT RESULTS

TICKER ...

Las Vegas, Nev.: Aug. 1-3 - Foxwoods IRT Pro-Am
Doubles - Todd O'Neil & Derek Robinson def. Steve Lerner & Tony Jelso 3-11, 11-6, 11-6, 5-11, 11-7.

New Orleans, La: Aug. 6-10 - Elmwood Pro-Am
Summer Cooler - Sudsy Monchik def. Cliff Swain 11-7, 11-4, 11-5.

Stockton, Ca: Aug. 28 - Sept. 1 - Coors Light

IRT SCHEDULE

November 12 - 16
Promus Hotels U.S. OPEN
Racquet Club of Memphis
Memphis, Tennessee
November 19 - 23
Foxwoods Pro-Am @ Club
TBA - Boston, Massachusetts

December 10 - 14
APH Service Co. Holiday
Pro-Am Classic @ Lakewood
Ath. Club - Denver, Colorado

January 14 - 18
Ralph Schomp Automotive
Pro-Am @ Denver Ath. Club
Denver, Colorado

January 21 - 25
Future Cellular*SBBS
Pro-Am
Continental Athletic Club
Columbus, Ohio

January 28 - February 1
St. Valentine's Day
Massacre/Laundry Land
Pro-Am @ Sports Courts
Lincoln, Nebraska

February 4 - 8
VCI Pro-Am @ Southern
Athletic Club - Atlanta, Ga.

February 18 - 22
Foxwoods Pro-Am @ Club
TBA - Long Island, New York

February 25 - March 1
Piehler Pro-Am @ Penfield
Racquet & Fitness Club
Rochester, New York

March 13 - 15
VCI Doubles
Championships
Schoeber's Athletic Club
Pleasanton, California

March 25 - 29
March Madness Pro-Am
Goleta Valley Athletic Club
Santa Barbara, California

April 22 - 26
Foxwoods IRT Pro Nationals
Las Vegas Sporting House
Las Vegas, Nevada

April 29 - May 3
Tony Filippini Real Estate
Pro-Am @ Club TBA
San Diego, California

May 6 - 9
Phoenix Pro-Am @ Arizona

May 13 - 17
Bay101 IRT World
Championships @ Bayhill
Athletic Club
San Jose, California

June 3 - 7
Spalding Tournament of Champions @ Multnomah
Athletic Club
Portland, Oregon

IRT RESULTS

TICKER ...

Annapolis, Md.: Sept. 5-7 - RAD Athletics Annapolis

WIRT RESULTS

TICKER ...

September 24-28
Ralph's Pro-Am Classic
Foxwoods Pro-Am
Columbus, Ohio

November 9 - 11
1998 Grand Slam Pro-Am
Highpoint Athletic Club
Chalfont, Pennsylvania

February 27 - March 1
Future Cellular*SBBS
Pro-Am
Continental Athletic Club
Columbus, Ohio

March 6 - 8
Long Island Pro-Am
Amritraj Racquet & Health
Club - Bayshore, New York

April 23 - 27
Foxwoods WIRT Pro
Nationals @ Las Vegas
Sporting House
Las Vegas, Nevada

May 2 - 4
Crystal City Classic Pro-Am
The Skyline Club at Crystal
Gateway - Arlington, Va.

May 14 - 18
Bay101 WIRT World
Championships @ Bayhill
Ath. Club - San Jose, Ca.

June 5 - 8
RAD Tournament of
Champions @ Multnomah
Ath. Club - Portland, Ore.

Find the latest updates to the pro tour schedules online at:
http://www.irt-tour.com/TourSch.html

RACQUETBALL Magazine
Ektelon’s Game Face

Ektelon’s Game Face is the standard on the court and makes great holiday gifts. The hot new perfectly balanced Power Ring Pro LongBody™ racquet delivers more power, more reach, and takes PowerWEB™ racquet technology to a new level: $250. The New Maxtack™ glove, made of premium, ultra-thin Pittards® leather, is very tacky for a solid grip: $17.95. Carry it all to the court in an Ektelon sport bag in hot colors that show you are ready for that long hot game: three sizes: $29.95 - $59.95. For a free brochure or to order Ektelon racquetball products, call 1-800-283-2635. To order Ektelon racquetball apparel call Art Wares @ 1-800-697-4704.

Ektelon — One Sportsystem Plaza
Bordentown, NJ 08505
Tel: 800/282-2635
Tel: 609/291-5800 (In NJ)
Fax: 509/291-5795

Mastery of Racquetball

What better gift than an improved game? Watch and win with Mastery of Racquetball™ – the highly-acclaimed video instruction program endorsed by the USRA for its intercollegiate program. Over three hours of top-notch teaching by Tom Travers, 3-time national champion and Assistant U.S. National Team Coach. Comments by Cliff Swain and others, plus in-depth workbook, “Practice & Progress™” cards to improve your shots, serves and game strategy. The most comprehensive video ever developed for the sport. See our full page ad on page 21 of this issue. $169.00 + $8.90 for shipping & handling. To order, call 330/677-4665. Visa/MC accepted.

Lawrence Adams, Inc.
2955 Fox Burrow Drive
Stow, OH 44224
Tel: 330/677-4665 • Fax: 330/677-4684
email: la@apk.net • http://www.masterball.com

U.S. OPEN Videotapes

Be right on the sidelines of the inaugural 1996 Promus Hotel Corporation U.S. Open with your own personal copy of ESPN broadcast footage. The program contains selected IRT semi-final matches, plus play-by-play coverage of the final between hometown favorite Andy Roberts and top-ranked Sudsy Monchik. The 1996 version is available for immediate holiday delivery, and the 1997 broadcast will be released early in the new year. Who knows which players will star in the new feature?? Order your copy with MasterCard or Visa by calling the USRA at 719/635-5396, ext. 0.

U.S. OPEN Videotapes
U.S. Racquetball Association
1685 West Untah
Colorado Springs, CO 80904-2921
Tel: 719/635-5396
Fax: 719/635-0685
Happy Holidays from Network Marketing, now in our 14th year! Following are a few suggestions for the perfect racquetball gifts this year. Python grips ($5.95 each): the official grip of the USRA, Racquetball Canada, #1 player Sudsy Monchik and countless others! RAD Turbo Eyeguards ($24.95 each): the junior and adult models offer excellent protection, and look great too! Pro-Kennex Racquets ($25.00 – $200.00): from the aluminum Pro-Saber “Reach” to the 13g Kinetic Diamond, Pro-Kennex offers top quality and performance. And my gift to you? Free Shipping! Call or fax for a catalogue, or to order.

Network Marketing
205 Axton Court
Roswell, GA 30076
Tel: 770/751-9463
Fax: 770/751-9469

Cliff Swain details the entire technique of the game of racquetball as he plays it. Learn what makes this left-hander one of the most respected names on the International Racquetball Tour. Swain sets out in complete detail every instructional aspect of hitting a ball. Get inside the head of the most dominant player to ever step on a court as he shows you: the Mechanics of a Powerful Stroke; Forehand and Backhand Principles; Service and Service Return, Shots of the Game, and Drills and Conditioning. Let “The Winning Edge” bring out your hidden potential and allow you to enjoy racquetball to the fullest. Suggested Retail: $34.95 — Special Holiday Price: $21.95. MC/Visa Accepted.

Cliff Swain Enterprises
346 Washington Street, Suite 195
Braintree, MA 02184
Tel: 800/757-3839
Tel: 617/380-4394

International Racquetball Tour Gear! Courtesy Sports presents IRT Racquetball Gear as the Official Clothing of the Pro Tour. These clothes were designed to withstand the most aggressive play in the world by the top pros in the world. Classy and comfortable, IRT Racquetball Gear will allow you to look, feel and play your best racquetball. For a FREE color catalogue, call 1-800-729-1771 or visit us at www.courtesysports.com.

Courtesy Sports
4856 El Camino Real
Los Altos, CA 94022
Tel: 800/729-1771
Fax: 650-968-4609
email: bline@earthlink.com
http://www.courtesysports.com
EKTELEON IS THE #1 SELLING BRAND IN RACQUETBALL.
TO FIND OUT HOW TO GET THE HOT NEW EKTELEON GAME FACE:
1-800-4-EKTELEON • WWW.EKTELEON.COM
Meet the true innovators of the game. The Ektelon touring pros who developed the Ektelon Game Face. The most technologically-savvy, hard-driving bunch on court. They are the first to recognize a breakthrough idea. The first to say the standard just isn’t good enough anymore. The first to play long. Will you play longer?

The Ektelon Pros

Michelle Gould
The #1 pro since 1990. Wilmington major tournament history.

Draw Kachtik
Former World Number three. Consistently ranked in the top 8.

Mike Calhoun
Top U.S. and International and World Champion.

Nancy Roberts
Winner of U.S. and World Team Event.

Cheryl Gudina
Three-time top Three women in U.S. National Doubles & Mixed.

Robert Gudina
When asked to write this article, I had just returned from a South American teaching tour for Ektelon. I had spent about ten days in Chile and Bolivia teaching clinics not only to beginners and intermediate players, but also to the best players in their respective countries. Although the players in South America are not up to the level of play in the United States or Canada, they are rapidly improving. Throughout all of my clinics in South America as well as Mexico and the U.S., I have found that the same questions seem to keep popping up. They may seem very basic (which they are), but they are some of the most important questions that can be asked by players of any caliber. Here are a few with the answers:

Should I change my grip when hitting a backhand?
Yes, you should absolutely rotate grips between a forehand and backhand. When you hold the racquet with a forehand grip and then try to hit a backhand, your racquet face will be pointing up as you swing through the ball which is something we definitely don’t want in racquetball. In order to keep the racquet head flat when coming through the ball, you will want to rotate your grip a quarter of a turn toward the front wall. In other words, if you are turned to hit a backhand while holding the racquet with a forehand grip, you will want to turn the racquet towards the front wall to make the racquet face parallel to the front wall when you swing. This is something that you will need to practice by yourself until you get used to it, but it will improve your backhand tremendously. Don’t get frustrated because you will have to break some old habits before this new grip will feel comfortable.

Where is center court?
This is a question that I have been asked hundreds of times. Most players believe that there is a place on the court where X marks the spot. Usually the most common spot chosen is equal distance from the side walls and standing either on the dotted line or a little in front of it. The correct answer is that X is not always the same spot on the court. What we call center court changes from shot to shot depending on where your opponent is hitting their shot from. When your opponent is in the back part of the court, you will want to stand about three feet behind the dotted line and about one step toward the side that your opponent is hitting from. This position forces your opponent to hit a kill shot — which is more difficult to execute than hitting a passing shot. When your opponent is in front of the dotted line, then you will want to go no further forward in the court than having your toes at the dotted line. Court positioning is one of the most important aspects of the game and improving this will make you 4-6 points better per game.

Should I pinch the ball or hit passes more often?
Many people watch the pros play and get the impression that we are pinching or splatting the ball almost every rally. Even though many rallies may end with a pinch, it is most often set up by a series of passes to give the player an open shot at the pinch. A pinch is a much more difficult shot to hit than a passing shot, therefore most of the time you will want to hit passes when you are either in the back court or do not have a perfect setup. By hitting a pass either down the line or cross court when you are in deep court, you force your opponent to move from the center court area to the corners which gives you the opportunity to move to better position. Now, if your opponent hits a weak shot, you have them behind you and then you can go for the pinch winner. Remember, the pass is your number one shot when you are behind your opponent and the pinch is when you are in front of them. You may want to mix it up occasionally to keep them off balance.

These are just a few of the questions that I have been asked over and over from all levels of players. If you work on these three things, you will see your game jump by leaps and bounds.

Look for an exciting new Ektelon instructional series in 1998 — visual, informative and on-the-money — featuring some of the best clinicians in the game.
I'm curious. I'm intrigued. I'm impatiently wondering. Did any of you try the exercises that I suggested in my last article? Did any of you dabble with role-playing a situation? If anyone has a story they would like to share I'd love to hear how the mental exercises have gone, thus far.

Are you ready for another “secret”? This one sounds deceptively easy, the key word being deceptive. This concept is easy to grasp, but difficult to execute. If this last sentence makes you feel somewhat tentative, let me add, it is well worth your time and effort to attempt to master this mental exercise.

**Skill #2 - Play One Point at a Time**

Duh, you say. Of course you can only play one point at a time. But the truth is, we spend much of our time looking forward to what might happen in a match, or we look back at what has already happened. This attitude limits us from dealing with what is happening right now in the match. Let's take a look at some typical scenarios that occur when we look forward or back instead of focusing on the present.

**Scenario #1:** You are playing really good racquetball. You're winning 11-4. Life is good. You start thinking about who your next opponent will be, what you're going to eat for lunch, how your buddy's match is going ... All of sudden, you notice the score is 11-7. When did that happen? You tell yourself to bear down and concentrate. It's now 11-8. You are starting to miss those shots that were so easy a few minutes before. Its now 11-9. Oh my gosh, how could I let this slip away? I'm so stupid. It's now 11-10. What was once an easy match, is now a battle, and you are feeling very tense and unsure.

**Scenario #2:** Plain and simple, you are playing terrible racquetball. You can't find the front wall, you're missing easy setups, the guy is killing every serve and you're losing 4-11. Why bother trying?

**Scenario #3:** You feel tired, bored or just plain un-inspired. You don't really care enough to put much effort into the match, but you don't really want to lose, but you can't seem to muster up any intensity to get you over this hump of blah.

**Scenario #4:** It's 12-12, and the ref makes what you think is a really bad call. You can't believe it. You are livid. Instead of you being up 13-12, you are now receiving serve. You are so mad, you try a stupid shot, skip the ball, and now you are down 12-13. You look at the ref and remind them, again, of how terrible the call was and what a terrible ref they are. You can hardly see you are so mad. OOPS, another skip and your down 12-14. You think to yourself, if it wasn't for the pathetic ref, you wouldn't be in this position. You hit the serve return so hard it comes whaling off the back wall and your opponent kills the shot. You just lost the game. You think the ref stinks!

Do any of these scenarios sound familiar? I personally have been through all four of these scenarios, plus a lot more. Its pretty common stuff. So how does playing the game one point at a time make a difference?

This model skill is one of my favorites. I was well known on the tour for my comebacks. I won many a match when I was down 10-0 or 10-1 in the tiebreaker. I was also considered an extremely mentally tough player, and I attribute part of my toughness to this skill of playing one point at a time.

First of all, play every point as if it is 0-0. You are going to play the rally with 100% of everything you've got. Your whole goal is to win that rally. Once the rally is over, that's it. It's over. If you can learn something from it, that's great. Remember the lesson for later. If something happens that frustrates you, or gets you mad, go ahead and feel frustrated ... by all means, get excited. But as soon as you get into position for the next rally, guess what the score is? It's 0-0 and you are going to give 100% to winning the rally. When the rally is over, that's it. It's done. You can't go back and change it, let it go. Now you're in position for the next rally. Guess what the score is? It's 0-0 and you are going to give 100% of your skills, energy and effort to winning that rally. Do you understand the concept?

So what is the advantage to playing this way?

First, if you can learn to play without a score, you tend not to get caught up in the problems of being so far ahead or too far behind. If I'm up 11-4, I'm less likely to take a mental vacation from the game if I play each individual point as if I'm trying to get to 1-0 first. My brain is constantly focused on a goal. It is a short term goal,
but string all those short term goals together, and all of a sudden you’ve reached your long term goal, and that is to win the match.

Second, by focusing on one rally at a time, the prospect of coming back from a large deficit isn’t so daunting. If I’m down 0-10, its pretty scary to think I have to score 11 points before my opponent scores one. But it seems do-able if I think: can I win one rally? Yes I can. Once that rally is over, I ask myself, can I win one rally? Yes, I can. And so on. By playing one really at a time, I can erase a large deficit and get myself back into the match.

Third, this mental skill allows me to experience all of my emotions, but stay in control of them instead of them controlling me. If I feel tired or un-inspired, it really is a moot point. I can give 100% to one rally. I don’t think about a whole match. Thinking of the whole match can seem overwhelming. But no matter how tired I am, I can go all out for one rally. When that rally is over, no matter how tired I am, I can go all out for one rally. And so on.

If I’m mad or afraid, separating rallies can be calming. Once a rally is over, its over. I can’t go back and change it. All I can do is go forward and give 100% to winning the next rally. If I carry over my angry feelings, I’m not giving 100% to winning that rally. Even if I don’t succeed and my anger or fear carries over, I can just start over again at 0-0 for the rally after that.

Let me just insert a thought here: A lot of players assume that mental toughness means you don’t feel anger, fear, frustration or boredom. Nothing could be farther from the truth. To me, mental toughness means having plans to deal with those feelings when they happen, so they don’t overwhelm you. Part of the joy of playing racquetball is experiencing the intensity of so many different emotions that occur during the course of a match.

So, how can you incorporate this concept of playing one point at a time into your game? As always, practice and repetition is the key. The advantage of trying to learn mental skills is that you can work on them all the time. It doesn’t matter if you are playing a league match or a practice match. Every time you are on the court, work on playing with the score 0-0, no matter what the real score is. Embrace the times you feel anger on the court. What a great opportunity for you to work on expressing your anger and then letting it go and starting over at 0-0. If you feel especially tired, see how many times you can override what your body is telling you by asserting your brain power.

Again, let me say that this is not an easy skill to learn, so cut yourself some slack when you find it difficult to apply this skill to your game. This is a life long, ever-changing type of skill, but well worth your energy!!

Good Luck!

AMPRO TIP: Playing a Mystery Opponent
By Fran Davis

Who is the “mystery opponent” anyway? The “mystery opponent” is the player we know nothing about. How many of you would prefer to go up against someone you know — or someone you don’t?

Unfortunately, most recreational players would rather not know their opponent because they feel there’s no history...no expectations ... no pressure! They feel they have to beat everyone, so why bother to look who they are playing because it makes no difference who it is.

Conversely, pro players hate not knowing who their opponents are because it doesn’t let them develop a game plan for the match. Waiting for the match to begin to figure out their opponents strengths and weaknesses is often too late because it leaves little (or no) time to make the necessary adjustments to their games while the match is in progress. Also, planning ahead reduces the stress of feeling unprepared. Players on the IRT and WIRT tours spend a lot of time finding out as much as they can about their opponents from many different sources: watching an opponent, asking others who have played them and looking at their diaries. Tour bests Sudsy Monchik and Michelle Gould are prime examples of professional players who draw up as accurate a profile of an opponent as they can before their match. They leave little room for guesswork.
Ashaway...  Official String of the USRA.

Ask your stringer for the Ashaway string designed to improve your game— and support the USRA at the same time.

Derek Robinson wins with Killfire in his racquet.

Ashaway’s Newest Racquetball Strings.

**Killfire™** has 18 gauge Kevlar® mains and 17 gauge SuperKill crosses for a superior blend of playability and durability.

**Killfire™ XL** substitutes 17 gauge Kevlar mains to provide optimum durability for chronic string breakers.

**PowerKill™ Pro**

16 gauge composite string with a central core of Zyex® fibers for optimum power and resiliency. Recommended for players who want to maximize power in their game.

**DuraKill™**

15 gauge composite string with center core of Kevlar fibers for great durability and tension-holding. Recommended for power players with chronic string-breakage problems.

**SuperKill® II 16 ga/SuperKill® 1717 ga**

Both available in a variety of colors. Recommended for players of all skill levels.

Ashaway racquetball strings are available from your local stringer, or call:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhode Island</td>
<td>Ashaway</td>
<td>800 556-7260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Pacific Sports Warehouse</td>
<td>800 835-1055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Courtesy Sports</td>
<td>800 729-1771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>The Racquetball Mart</td>
<td>800 875-3701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Samuel’s Tennisport</td>
<td>800 543-1153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Fromuth</td>
<td>800 523-6414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>ATS</td>
<td>800 866-7071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kevlar is a registered trademark of DuPont. ZYEX is a registered trade mark of ZYEX Limited.
Of course, though, the truth of the matter is sometimes you will find yourself on the racquetball court with a "mystery opponent." So how would you play them? The following are eight recommendations for playing that "mystery opponent":

1. Start off playing your game ... the game you love and feel comfortable with, then make adjustments, if necessary, along the way.

2. Begin to read your opponent's strengths and weaknesses ... become a detective. Here's a few questions you should ask yourself about your opponent to uncover the truth about their game:
   - Are they a power or control player?
   - Are they a righty or a lefty?
   - Are they quick or slow?
   - What's their favorite or best shot?
   - Do they have good court position or are they vulnerable to the pass because they play to far up?
   - Do they kill the ball off the return of serve or are they smart and go for the pass or ceiling?
   - Are they in shape?
   - Are they defensive or aggressive?
   - Do they have a variety of serves or are their serves predictable?
   - Do they have a weak second serve?
   - Do they have a temper or are they cool, calm and collected?

3. Watch your opponent warm-up ... that is where you can begin to uncover the truth about your opponent's game.

4. Don't jump to conclusions too quickly ... sometimes in the beginning of the match your opponent could make lucky shots ... and lucky shots don't make a great player.

5. Ignorance is not an excuse ... understanding all the strengths and weaknesses of your opponent is a necessary part of your education as a player.

6. Keep a diary of your matches so next time you play this opponent they will be less of a "mystery."

7. Be flexible and adaptable when you play because an opponent's old weaknesses aren't necessarily the same today and what worked last time might not work again ... be aware.

8. Lastly, play with who you are that day. Use the shots you know you can make and what will beat them ... don't play a game you're not used to playing.

In closing try to do your homework and know your opponent as much as you can, if possible. If that's not possible, then use the above eight tips when playing that "mystery opponent." Good luck!

---

**Head Rules! ON THE COURT ...... SO CAN YOU**

With the help of these 2 SUPERSTARS.

"DON'T" MISS THEM! One of their RACQUETBALL CAMPS.

Cities to be visited in 1998 Season

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAN</th>
<th>9-11,98 DENVER, CO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>20-22,98 SAN FRANCISCO, CA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRIL</td>
<td>17-19,98 LAS VEGAS, NV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>29-31,98 PORTLAND, OR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE</td>
<td>TBA ,98 BOSTON, MA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE-JULY</td>
<td>TBA ,98 NY-NEW JERSEY.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INCLUDES:
- Physical, Mental & Nutritional Aspects of the game
- Video Tape Analysis
- Camp Booklet
- Camp Head T-Shirt
- Penn Balls

---

**FRAN DAVIS**

One of the USA's top coaches and clinicians, former USA National Racquetball Team Coach, Team Head for 14 years. 1997 National Coach of the year.

**CLIFF SWAIN**

NUMBER TWO PRO PLAYER IN THE WORLD

Call Now...Don't Wait
Space Limited!
For Reservations Call Fran Davis at A Healthy Racquet, Inc. 4104 24 St. #426
San Francisco, CA. 94114-3615
PHONE/FAX 415-787-0199

---

PowerBar. Penn ACTION EYES. COURTWEAR.

November — December 1997
Dear Mr. Crandall: Like many club players, I play racquetball after a full day at work. That means I frequently leave my racquet in the trunk of my car. In Miami, that trunk is very hot. I would like to know what impact, if any, this has on the strings of my racquet and how it may affect play. Thank you for your help. Sincerely, W.A., Miami Shores, Florida.

Dear W.A.: Your letter raises a good question — one that concerns not only your fellow Miamians, but also club players in Anchorage, and everywhere in between. The climate in which you live, and in which you store your racquets, does affect string performance and life.

Leaving a racquet exposed to extreme heat will cause the string to stretch out and lose tension. As with virtually all other materials, string expands when it's hot and shrinks when it's cold. But cooling the racquet back down won't restore all of the tension that was lost. This is because the polymeric molecules of which the string is composed are permanently stretched out of shape if exposed to heat when under tension.

Humidity, too, can cause a loss of tension, although this may be temporary. Nylon, the most common string material, is somewhat hygroscopic — in other words, it absorbs moisture from the air. During periods of high humidity, it may be helpful to keep your racquet in an air conditioned environment, where the air is dry.

Leaving your racquet in the trunk in hot weather is bad enough, but leaving it on the car's rear deck, without a cover, is even worse. Prolonged exposure to UV light will degrade most string materials, causing a loss of strength.

Cold climates have their hazards as well. Every time strings shrink from the cold, the tension rises, then falls again when they return to room temperature. These repeated changes have the effect of stretching the string, eventually causing a permanent loss of tension.

If the racquet has been sitting in a cold car, the string may be so tight and brittle that it pops on your first good killshot. Usually, by the time you've signed in, changed clothes, and made your way onto the court, it has warmed up sufficiently so this is not a problem. But if you arrive at the club already dressed to play, you might want to wait a few minutes to allow it to reach equilibrium.

How to avoid or minimize the problems? Thin strings are more sensitive to environmental effects more than thick ones. Kevlar and Zyex strings appear to be less affected by both heat and humidity than nylon, but none are entirely immune. The use of a padded racquet cover provides only very short-term thermal protection: in cold weather, for instance, it will protect the strings from shrinking while you carry the racquet from your warm car into the club. But it won't do any good if you leave the racquet in the trunk for hours: within just a few minutes, it will be the same temperature inside the cover as outside it. So the best way to avoid negative effects from the environment is simple: don't leave your racquet in the car. Bring it in to work if you can, or leave it in your locker at the club if you have one.

I hope this is helpful. Thanks for your letter.

Sincerely yours,
Steve Crandall
Vice President, Sales & Marketing
Ashaway Racket Strings

RACQUETBALL Magazine
FOCUS

By Cheryl Gudinas, AmPRO Certified Clinician

Some of the most frequently asked questions I encounter in teaching involve focus and mental toughness: “Why do I lose my focus midway through a match?” “How did I let that lead slip away?” “How can I eliminate my negative thoughts during my match?” “How can I get tougher mentally?”

The ability to remain focused, calm, and poised in competition involves staying in the here and now. This is the most important approach to mental toughness. During a match, contemplating the future, or the results, increases anxiety and opens the door for negative feelings of fear. Focusing on the past, the rally just lost, or a bad call by the ref, allows feelings of frustration to defeat you. Successful athletes continually practice moment-by-moment focus, not only in competition, but in practice sessions. But how do we do this?

1. Begin by making a notebook of positive quotations that you can refer to before matches, between games, and during timeouts. Continually reinforce positivity. Positive attitudes are only developed within people who practice thinking, acting, and talking positively. Negativity is one of the greatest inhibitors of performance. Be aware of negative thoughts when they creep in, and then make every effort to suppress them by pumping positive thoughts back into your head. Positive attitudes lead to increased endorphin flow from the body’s endocrine system and lead to feelings of hope, love, fun, and overall wellness. Gain control by adjusting your attitude!

2. Find one or two key phrases or words that are positive and work for you, and post these in places where you will frequently be able to read them (the bathroom mirror, your locker at the club, on your court shoes!). “Go for it”, “Relax”, or “I love the competition!” are a few good ones. At the 1995 Pan American Games, I chose “Michael Jordan” as my “positive phrase.” To me, Michael Jordan is the epitome of mental toughness. I played the entire semi-final match thinking and repeating only this phrase to myself, and went on to beat an opponent I had never beaten before. It works!

3. Pick a focal point on the court (a sponsor logo, the door handle, etc.) or outside of the court (if your match is on a glass court) that you always focus on between rallies. This will enable you to remain free of distractions by your opponent or the crowd.

4. Practice in sets of 5 or 10. Instead of hitting 50 average down-the-line kills, go for quality. Try to hit 5 to 10 that are perfect, and zero-in on these to improve your shot-to-shot focusing ability. If you hit four that are perfect, but you skip the fifth, begin again at zero.

5. Once an athlete trains their muscles and nervous system to perform the physical task repeatedly, what prevents them from doing this? A mind cluttered with worrisome thoughts, anxiety, and negativity, and a lack of concentration are all factors. Practice relaxed concentration.

* Practice allowing your mind to wander briefly, then immediately re-focus on a task or target. * Sit quietly and focus on your surroundings. Get absorbed in them. * Visualize!!! Visualize yourself executing your shots, movements, and serves. Imagine yourself staying intensely focused through an entire match, before you even play the first point. See yourself regaining confidence and focus when you feel it slipping away. * After a poor rally, practice immediately focusing concentration on the next shot or rally. Don’t dwell on the past.

6. Finally, focus on yourself, your game, your shots. Have a game plan, but realize you can not control your opponent’s actions. You do have control of your own thoughts and actions. Remain positive, and enjoy the experience of competition. Relax and win!!!

Scheduled 1997 AmPRO Instructor Clinics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 7-9</td>
<td>Canoga Park Athletic Club</td>
<td>Los Angeles, CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For additional information, or to schedule your own clinic, please call Michelle Gould, AmPRO Executive Director at (208) 362-3844
changing times • by Luke St. Onge

This has truly been another great year for our sport. I say that with the full knowledge that there are still many who prefer to criticize and impose their negative influence on the ongoing development of the sport. In spite of that, I will continue to share what we see through our ‘rose-colored glasses.” We can’t let unfounded pessimism cause us to lose sight of the goals which will lead us to the systematic, intelligent growth of our sport. That being said, let’s look at what has happened this past year.

Partnering for Growth
Both the Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association [SGMA] and the National Sporting Goods Association [NSGA] have released studies which indicate that 600,000 new players entered the sport in 1996. In the competitive arena, overall participation figures for USRA regional and national events reflected a 10% increase across the board ... The Racquetball Industry Initiative, designed to encourage growth and development, continues to generate successful grassroots promotional programs ... The relationship between the club owner’s association, IHRSA, and the USRA continues to grow closer and more positive ... The professional (IRT and WIRT) end of the sport continues to grow with more prize money, more pro stops, and more excitement.

Sponsorship & Marketing
New sponsors from outside the sport continue to express interest in racquetball programs and marketing opportunities ... RACQUETBALL magazine, the flagship publication of the sport, continues to improve each year, gaining support in the form of greater circulation numbers and long-term commitments from its industry partners ... New energy and enthusiasm was generated in the sport through the new, oversized racquet lines.

Promotions & Programs
For the first time, a major chain — Sports Authority, in its 250 stores — is running an independent program designed to “re-cycle” used racquetball racquets by directing them to junior and inner city programs ... Ektelon, USOC, USRA, and The Police Athletic League have teamed up to promote one-wall racquetball in the PAL programs through out the United States ... The U.S. Open continues to grow in prestige and prize money ... AmPRO is certifying the clinicians, instructors, and programmers to influence and retain the current and new players coming into the sport ... We’re getting the word out ... $70,000 net profit can be realized yearly off of one racquetball court ...

International
Ten key IRF personnel now serve on National Olympic Committees or the International Olympic Committee, thus demonstrating racquetball leadership capabilities on the international sport scene ... USRA personnel have been appointed to key USOC and PASO committees, thus ensuring the future of racquetball within the USOC family ... The European Racquetball Federation is under new leadership, generating enthusiasm and moving forward on promoting racquetball in Europe ... The first ever Asian Championships took place.

With national and international coverage of racquetball quadrupling over the past year, and a major television package eminent, we realize that this is just the beginning of the major growth spurt for the sport. But there are so many things still left to be done. So just for a little change of pace, let’s look at the bright side of our sport ... and when the doomsayers come around again, you can reply with confidence: “wait a minute — did you know ... ?”

Late-Breaking Contract News ...
Ashaway Racket Strings recently agreed to extend their contract relationship with the USRA as the “Official String of the USRA” through the year 2000. Ashaway has held this official USRA product designation since 1995. • E-Force also renewed its support for the U.S. National Intercollegiate Championships through the year 2000. The intercollegiate program has undergone a complete restructuring to ease qualifying restrictions, which is expected to generate a 30% increase in participation over past years. E-Force has been the title sponsor of the Intercollegiates since 1996. • Wilson Racquetball was recently named title sponsor of the U.S. National High School Championships through the year 2000, as well as becoming a Gold Sponsor of the World Senior Racquetball Championships held yearly in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The U.S. National High School Championships are held annually in March, feature 50 high schools, and over 250 players. The High Schools will be held in St. Louis, Missouri in 1998, and in Portland, Oregon in 1999. Wilson is also the “Official Glove of the USRA.”
Everyone knows that greater racquet length increases power. But it's greater length plus greater mass that maximizes power. So instead of merely lengthening the handle, Wilson engineers developed Stretch Technology, which completely redesigns the entire racquet to increase both length and mass.

Stretch racquets combine a sleek and aerodynamic 22" frame with an expanded 107-square inch hitting area to deliver 10% more power, a larger sweet spot and 8% greater reach. It's like driving in a whole new gear.

But don't take our word for it. Check out all of the new longer racquets. You'll see that Stretch Technology takes the extra inch an extra mile.

Your game is too important to settle for just an ordinary longer racquet.
YER BEWARE!
LONGER RACQUETS
NOT CREATED EQUAL.

107-SQUARE INCH HITTING AREA
The expanded hitting area and longer overall length dramatically increase a Stretch racquet's power.

INTEGRATED STRING DAMPER
Engineered into the frame to absorb string vibration on contact. No threat of arm fatigue.

V-FAN STRING PATTERN
Exclusive V-Fan pattern elongates the mainstrings and broadens them in the upper third of the racquet for explosive power.

PATENTED HAMMER™ TECHNOLOGY
Ultralite/head-heavy Hammer System™ technology creates a larger sweet spot than ordinary racquets.

AIR HAMMER 9.9
STRETCH
Ground Breaking at the Cochabamba Country Club in Bolivia

In early September, the ground breaking ceremony was held for the new addition to the Cochabamba Country Club racquetball facility for the World Championships scheduled for July 10 - 18, 1998. Jose Vierra, President of the Bolivian Racquetball Association, laid the cornerstone for the new addition which will feature four new courts, one of which will be a two wall glass stadium court with seating for over 600. The finals will be televised throughout South America and negotiations are currently underway for a U.S. television broadcast feed.

The IX IRF World Championships will be first ever held in Bolivia, where racquetball is second only to soccer in popularity. The host hotel is Hotel Portales and special travel packages are available through L.A.B. Airlines (Lloyd) for anyone interested in attending the IX IRF World Championships next year. Contact the IRF World Headquarters at 719-635-5396 for more information.

4th South American Championship

Santiago de Chile hosted the 4th South American Championship, with the participation of the South Cone delegations from August 2-9. Bolivia was favored to get the title, and won the tournament for the 4th straight time, winning the South American Open Cup, plus the Friendship Cup. The 5th South American Championship will be held in Barranquilla Colombia, in 1999.


1st World Winter Master Athlete Games

Next January will see upwards of eight thousand Master Athletes in Ottawa and surrounding areas for the 1st World Winter Athlete games, a premier Olympic-style event. Men and women will compete in thirty sports, racquetball included, from January 23 through February 1. Master Athletes are citizen competitors, not necessarily elite athletes, who compete for the continued enjoyment of their sport. Women over 30 and men over 35 are eligible to participate in singles and/or doubles.

There will be an outstanding array of social events, including the world's largest skating party, a gala dinner, a trade fair, and exhibition, seminars, and individual event parties. Racquetball events will be held from January 27-31 at the RA Centre, Ottawa Athletic Club, and Orleans Recreation Complex. For an entry or more information write: 1st World Winter Master Athlete Games, Ottawa City Hall — Rideau Pavilion, Level I, PO Box 1998, 111 Sussex Drive, Ottawa, ON K1N 5A1.
Summer Splat '97 in Baumholder
by Joseph Villarreal
Team Ramstein Racquetball

With the start of the 1997-98 European Racquetball Season, Brad Porter and the U.S. Army hosted the first U.S. Forces sponsored tournament of the season at Baumholder, Germany. Summer Splat '97 was a great success, and drew 65 players from all over Europe to do battle. Six divisions, including Open Doubles, scheduled a total of 109 entrants in all brackets.

The tournament featured the #1 & #2 seeded European Open Players from Hamburg, Germany, Trevor Hayter and Achim Loof. Other players in the tournament included Ralf Lysakowski, Martin Klippel, Joseph Villarreal, Brad Porter, Roger Moncayo, Mike Bowers, Eric Park, Pablo Valles, Jose Sarianana, John Slaymaker, Norm Daley and many more.

The Germans opened strong by dominating every player they came up against. Of special note were the two German Juniors, Ralf Lysakowski and Martin Klippel, ages 14 and 17 respectively, who between themselves eliminated half the Open bracket. But the shining star of the Open division had to be Eric Park. Eric lost in the first round to Martin Klippel in the tie-breaker, 11-10. After that loss, Eric went into the loser's bracket, with a long way to return to the finals. This challenge did not slow Eric down at all. Against Rico Southee, Eric was looking for a little revenge. After Rico, came David Skiowski from Paris, France. After eliminating David, Eric came up against the Master's Division Winner, Mike Bowers. Eric pinched and killed every shot Mike threw at him. After Mike came the Seniors # 3 player, James Johnson, but Eric was unstoppable.

Four players were left in the Opens Bracket, Trevor Hayter, Achim Loof, Ralf Lysakowski, and Eric Park. Ralf and Eric were the first to meet. Ralf, at 14 years old, was undoubtedly one of the best racquetball players in the Open, and fought gallantly against the 26 year old Californian, but in the end was over-powered. Eric was playing “in the zone” the whole tournament. Every ball Eric hit was a kill. Next up for Eric was the German Open Winner, Achim Loof. After playing more than 14 games of racquetball to get to the semi-finals, Eric was a little more than fatigued. Achim was waiting for Eric atop of the loser's bracket, rested and refreshed. Eric fought hard and stayed with the Achim, with the score even at 8-8. Achim, then stepped it up to the next level and finished Eric to get a second chance at Trevor Hayter. The finals were “par for the course” for these two competitors. Awesome splats and pinches were the highlights of their match, but in the end Trevor proved triumphant to win the Summer Splat Open Division.

Newcomers to racquetball usually play in the C bracket to their “feet wet” in tournament play. Any player's first tournament can be very intimidating and very exciting at the same time. This was the case for Pablo Valles. As a newcomer to...
European Racquetball Calendar 1997/98

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Tournament</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov 21-23</td>
<td>11th Belgium Open/Antwerp</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 29-30</td>
<td>All Ireland U11,13,15,17</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 3-5</td>
<td>3rd Christmas Open/Schinnen</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 23-25</td>
<td>17th German Nationals/Hamburg</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 24-25</td>
<td>Leinster Open/Kilkenny</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 7-8</td>
<td>All Ireland U12,14,16,18</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 13-15</td>
<td>Moylough Open</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 14-15</td>
<td>Antwerp Open/Antwerp</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 6-8</td>
<td>17th German Open/Hamburg</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 13-15</td>
<td>19th Dutch Open/Zoetermeer</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 20-22</td>
<td>8th Baxter Healthcare Castelbar Open</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 4-5</td>
<td>Kilkenney Open/Kilkenny</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 11-12</td>
<td>6th Schinnen Open/Schinnen</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 17-19</td>
<td>2nd Irish Junior Open/Castlebar</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1-3</td>
<td>16th Irish Open/Antwerp</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 9-10</td>
<td>Underage B All Ireland's U12,14,16,18</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 16-17</td>
<td>All Ireland Open,B,C,D,Novice/Moylough</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22-24</td>
<td>Gemini Open/Zoetermeer</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For submitting dates for the calendar, please call or fax Mike Mesecke, Communications Officer of the ERF, at +49-40-669-7385. For the most recent updates, view the calendar online at: http://members.aol.com/msmesecke/calendar.html

If you think Open singles is fast and furious, what do you think about doubles? The Open's Doubles started with an upset, when Ralf Lysakowski/Martin Klippel defeated Trevor Hayter/Achim Loof in the first round of tournament play. The German Juniors had established themselves as the team to beat. In the lower bracket, Veteran Open Doubles Champion, Joseph Villarreal and newcomer Jose Sarinana teamed up to make a run at the Juniors.

Unbeknownst to them, there were three tough doubles teams standing in their way to the top. First up for the Villarreal/Sarinana were Porter/Sasha, who by the way, played outstanding racquetball and were true gentlemen on the court. Next came the two left-handers from Ramstein, Gregory Brundidge and Rico Southee. This match ended after 55 minutes. Tough match for Villarreal and Sarinana, but it was not over yet.

By far the strongest doubles team next to the Juniors, were the team of Roger Moncayo and Alan Snyder, who teamed up by chance at the tournament. This match turned out to be the most spectacular of the doubles matches. Both Moncayo and Villarreal are known for their diving ability and both made spectacular dives leaving the crowd on the edge of their seats. The first game of the match ended with Villarreal and Moncayo in the air trying to retrieve a near perfect rollout, and winning 15-13. The next game, Moncayo and Snyder turned on the "after-burners" to beat Villarreal and Sarinana easily 15-5. In the tiebreaker, Moncayo and Snyder jump out 6-0 with ease. After a time out and some quick strategizing, Villarreal and Sarinana began to make their way back into the game with blistering drives and forehand Z-serves. All of the sudden the score was 8-6 with Villarreal and Sarinana in the lead. The momentum had swung toward Villarreal and Sarinana and they took full advantage of it. When the game was over, both teams were exhausted. Villarreal and Sarinana had won 11-6 to reach the finals. After three grueling matches, Villarreal and Sarinana were no match for juniors Ralf Lysakowski/Martin Klippel, who easily won the Open Doubles.

I would like to personally thank Brad Porter for all his efforts in bringing this tournament together and to Roger Moncayo for running the tournament desk and handling all the stress that comes along with it. This was a great tournament. I hope we have more like this one in the upcoming 97-98 European Racquetball Season.

Summer Splat '97 Racquetball Tournament Results: Men's Open Singles: Trevor Hayter (Hamburg) def. Joachim Loof (Hamburg); Seniors: Dan Barbeau (Spangdahlem) def. Marty Page (Spang); Masters: Mike Bowers (Mannheim) def. Jose Sarinana (Ramstein), B's: Bjorn Jensen (Hamburg) def. Dave Mccrane (Wuerzburg); C's: Pablo Valles (Ramstein) def. Norm Daily (Ramstein); Women's Open: Yvonne Kortes (Bad Tolz) def. Olive Curtis (Graffenwöhr); Doubles: Ralf Lysakowski/Martin Klippel (Hamburg) def. Joseph Villarreal/Jose Sarinana (Ramstein).

14th Hamburg Open 1997
by Mike Mesecke, Secretary General German Racquetball Federation

Another big event of the European racquetball scene was held with a great success in Hamburg from October 3-5. During the tournament we could see great games. But also, all players represented their sport in a very good way. New friendships were born and old ones were renewed. New players joined our family and they were a part of our movement from the beginning on. I would like to thank all players who came up to Hamburg for the tournament. We had over 50 players coming from 7 countries who competed in 6 divisions. Thanks again, without you all, it would not be that much fun!!

Men's Open: Trevor Hayter (GER) def. Achim Loof (GER); Doppel: B. Droge/R. Klink (GER) def. A. Loof/T. Hayter (GER); Men's B: Bernd Hatmann (GER) def. Janson Linnell (USA); Men's C: Jean Pierre Boudart (FRA) def. Thomas Genrich (GER); Damen: Yvonne Kortes (GER) def. Ynez Slaymaker (USA); Senioren: Martin Page (USA) def. Bernd Droge (GER);
Killer shots
more often
with less effort
and no pain...

No racquet company, except Pro Kennex, can offer you power, control, shock reduction and vibration dampening combined into one racquet without sacrificing one benefit for another. So how do we do it? KINETIC System Technology.

We add a second energy source to the frame of the racquet that increases power, enlarges the sweet spot, balances the weight of the racquet, reduces shock and almost eliminates vibration.

What does this mean to you? Better racquetball, less pain, and a one-way ticket to the top of the ladder.

Other manufacturers claim to be the best with design features. Pro Kennex proves it through technology*. And who's gonna argue with science?

KINETIC System Technology. It's found only in Pro Kennex Kinetic Series racquets.

To discover the only racquets on earth with two energy sources, demo one or call 1-800-4-KINETIC.

Pro Kennex now gives you two longer reasons to experience kinetics. The Kinetic Diamond 15g (22") and the Kinetic Diamond 5g (21.5").

*KINETIC System Technology is a trademark of Pro Kennex International, Rehovot, Massachusetts.
1998 Changes to Intercollegiate Qualifying Requirements!

States will offer qualifying collegiate divisions in selected tournaments. Some areas may still host regional events as they have in the past, but athletes will be able to qualify for Nationals by playing in either a state-hosted qualifier or a separate regional event.

Schools will be able to qualify their teams by sending one representative from each squad (male and female). Thus, to qualify a full men's team (six singles, three doubles) only one male entrant would have to compete in the qualifying event. However, seeding consideration will only be extended to those who compete in a qualifying event.

Colleges and universities that wish to receive confirmation of this policy change and/or entry forms to qualifiers and the national championship, must make that request via the national office [719/635-5396]. Since racquetball coordinators change frequently, schools should update the USRA office with the names and addresses of new personnel each year.

The following state events have been recognized as 1997-98 Collegiate Qualifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Contact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONNECTIC</td>
<td>March 6-8, 1998</td>
<td>1998 CT State Singles</td>
<td>New Haven, CT</td>
<td>Juliet Campbell @ 203/248-1869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLORIDA</td>
<td>February 20-22, 1998</td>
<td>1998 FL State Singles</td>
<td>Sarasota, FL</td>
<td>Mary Lyons @ 904/270-2224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
<td>Date TBA</td>
<td>Univ. of Minn. Pro Am</td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN</td>
<td>612/626-7836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSOURI</td>
<td>February 20-22, 1998</td>
<td>MO State Singles</td>
<td>St. Louis, MO</td>
<td>Jen Yokota @ 314/921-7933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENNESSEE</td>
<td>March 6-8, 1998</td>
<td>TN State Singles</td>
<td>Club - TBA</td>
<td>Sheila Collins @ 615/331-1923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTAH</td>
<td>January 20-24, 1998</td>
<td>Event - TBA</td>
<td>Salt Lake City, UT</td>
<td>Val Shewfelt @ 801/750-9877</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cited events are "to date" only – look for more sites and dates in the next issue!

NATIONAL WOMEN'S SENIOR/MASTERS RACQUETBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS

January 30 - February 1, 1998
Racquetball World
22235 Sherman Way, Canoga Park CA 91303

Deadline & Fees - Postmarked by Saturday, January 17, 1998 - $65.00 per entrant (one division only). Refunds will be issued only if the cancellation is received before the entry deadline.

Host Hotel - Marriott Warner Center, 21 850 Oxnard Street, Woodland Hills, CA 91367 - 818/887-4800. Mention the tournament to receive the special rate of $72.00/2A occupants with reservations no later than January 15. Hotel is 10 minutes from club; shuttle service will be provided.

Transportation - Area is serviced by Los Angeles International and Burbank Airports. Bus serace ($3.00) from LAX to the San Fernando Valley Via the Van Nuys Flyaway, which runs every half hour. Transportation from Van Nuys Flyaway station to Marriott Hotel may be arranged in advance by calling Tournament Director Debbie Tisinger @ 818/884-5034.

Format & Rules - Round-robin format will be used in all divisions. Large divisions will be combined into flights with winners competing to determine overall division winner. Divisions with fewer than five (5) entries may be combined. Anticipated format is 2 or 3 games to 11 points, depending upon size of division.

USRA rules govern, including the mandatory use of ASTM lensed eyewear as specified in USRA Rule 2.5(a). USRA membership required to compete.

Hospitality - Provided throughout plus Saturday night banquet. Hospitality pass for non-competitors, $20.00; Saturday evening banquet pass, $15.00. To receive an official entry form, contact Debbie Tisinger at 818/884-5034.

NATIONAL MASTERS RACQUETBALL ASSOCIATION SINGLES CHAMPIONSHIP

February 18-21, 1998
What A Racquet Athletic Club
Daly City, CA (San Francisco Bay area)

Round Robin format, with competition by age groups for Women 35+ and Men 45+.

For anyone interested, and not already on the NMRA mailing list, please request an entry form from: Paul Banales, 4201 North 83rd Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85037.
ENTRY FORM – Please Print . . .

Name ________________________________
Address ______________________________
City ___________________ State ________
Country _______________ Zip __________
Phone (Day) _______________ (Evening) _____
Birthdate _______________ Age _________
partner Division ___________________
A third division must be mixed doubles . .
Partner __________________ Mixed Division _______
National Ranking _______________ Division _______
National Division _______________ Finish _______
Other Seeding Information ___________________

OLYMPIC PLAY-OFF FORMAT: Each entrant is guaranteed three matches in singles. Please review (on site) the section explaining the format for individuals who lose. Awards will be presented to winners in each play-off bracket.

WAIVER: I hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators, waive and release any and all rights and claims that I may have against the IRF, Pro Kennex, Ektelon, Los Caballeros Sports Village, event sponsors or their respective agents for any and all injuries. I also acknowledge the potential risk of eye injury during competition, and can certify in writing that my protective eyeguards (including prescription frames/lenses) conform with all standards specified in USRA Rule 2.5(a). By registering to compete in this event, I consent to be subject to drug testing as administered according to the IRF/USOC guidelines, and release all rights to the use of event photographs in which my image appears.

Participant Signature & Date ________________________________

LIABILITY: I agree to be liable for all costs for damages for which my child is responsible and to pay for all costs arising from any disciplinary action imposed as stated in the Junior Code of Conduct, as adopted by the IRF.

Parent/Guardian Signature & Date ________________________________

RACQUETBALL Magazine
FOR ALL YOUR PRO SHOP NEEDS AT THE LOWEST PRICES

1-888-822-2501

ALL MAJOR BRANDS:
EKTELEON
PRO-KENNEX
E-FORCE
HEAD
POWER
ACTION EYES

PROFESSIONAL STRINGING BY:
GENE - GENE THE STRING'N MACHINE
773-585-7920 FAX LINE • 773-585-7790 INFO LINE
5127 S. AUSTIN AVE. CHICAGO, IL 60638

What's NEW in Racquetball?
EXTENDED-LENGTH RACQUETS
...and we have them!

HEAD
E-FORCE
WILSON
PRO KENNEX
EKTELEON
SPALDING

Call or E-Mail for FREE Fall-Winter Catalog
sales@pacificsports.com

Mon.-Fri. 8 am - 5 pm
Sat. 10 am - 3 pm PST
10746 Kenney Street
Santee, California 92071

Order Toll Free 800-835-1055 24-Hour Fax Line 619-596-2140

Buckskin™ Glove
Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear; Wash N Wear;

1-408-923-7777
5355 Sierra Road, San Jose, CA 95132
**#1 CHOICE OF PROS & AMATEURS • DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED**

"Python Grips are simply the best! They insure absolutely No Slippage! Nothing grips like a Python... It's a Fact."

Sudsy Monchik
World's #1 ranked player

OFFICIAL GRIP OF THE USRA & Racquetball Canada

Also available from Network Marketing...

**RAD TURBO EYEGUARDS**

"Approved" for Tournament Play

RAD TURBO! (Clear Lens)
4 Frame Colors

OFFICIAL EYEGUARD OF THE... Anti-Fog • Anti-Scratch • Free Pouch & Headstrap

Python Grips, RAD, and Kleershots are available at Pro Shops, Dealers and Major Distributors or:

**NETWORK MARKETING**

205 Axton Ct., Roswell, GA 30076

PHONE: (770) 751-9463
FAX: (770) 751-9469

---

**Vincent fitness Products**

Owned & Operated by Racquetball Tournament Players Since 1977

We know the Game and its Products. Call us for our current price list!

For all your Pro Shop Supplies, we offer:

**Racquets by:**
Ektelon
Spalding
Transition
Head
E-Force

**Shoes by:**
Ektelon
Reebok
Avia
Head

**Accessories by:**
Ektelon
Hex Strings
Python Grips
Forten
Kleershot

Racquet Demo Programs Available
Same Day Shipping (We ship anywhere in the world)

169 Craemer Dr., Alpharetta, GA 30020
770-442-9486 Fax: 770-442-9710
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm EST

**CALL TOLL FREE**
1-800-724-9439

---

**Bell Racquet Sports**

1-800-724-9439 24 Hr. Fax Line
716-385-3670

Lowest Discount Prices on Equipment!!!

Ektelon • Head • E-Force
Spalding • Penn • Wilson

-NEW Longer Racquets in Stock!!-
-Ask about our Specials/Closouts-
-Call or Fax for Pricing/Price List-

1624 Penfield Rd., Penfield, NY 14526 Info: (716) 385-9940

---

**usra coaching clinic ...**

**Level II Coach’s Certification Clinic**


Course material: team dynamics, videotaping principles, error detection and solution, practice schedules and drills, periodization-schedules including nutrition, mental training, and physiology.

Class limit: 20. Prerequisite: attendees must be certified as Level I coaches. For more information, contact Jim Hiser at 719-635-5396 x 30.
THE FUTURE OF RACQUETBALL IS NOW!

The official catalog of the International Racquetball Tour • The official apparel of the International Racquetball Tour • The only full-color "exclusive" racquetball catalog. • A 14 day money back guarantee on racquets. • Free demos to try out. • Plus 5% Price Guarantee. • Sponsored players Sudsy Monchik, John Ellis, Jason Mannino, Jackie Paraiso, Cheryl Gudinas and 50 other pro and amateur players.

Courtesy Sports
1-800-729-1771
www.courtesysports.com

Internet Solutions
NETWORK INTEGRATION
Telecommunications Consultation
"Home of the AARA Internet Site"
No job too small, contact Panacea today
2030 Clarendon Boulevard, Suite 205
Arlington, VA 22201
Tel: (703) 841-4348  Fax: (703) 841-4349
http://www.panatech.com

MAKE THE RIGHT CALL...
1-800-352-1042
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

Call TODAY for a FREE '97-'98 Catalog, featuring the LATEST in L-O-N-G racquet technology.
Racquets, Shoes, Gloves, Eyewear ... and much more!

Ektelon  Head  E-Force  Wilson  Penn  Spalding  Power  ProKennex  Leader

Offering 27 years of experience and quality service to clubs and pro shops nationwide.

24 Hour Fax (330) 863-1964
THE RACQUETBALL MART
1-800-875-3701
COMPLETE PRO SHOP LINE
RACQUETS - GLOVES - SHOES - EYEWEAR
SPORTS BAGS - GRIPS - LACERS - CLOTHING
VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER, ACCEPTED

Add Power & Playability To Your RACQUETBALL GAME!!

Have your racquet restrung by REX LAWLER
• A Certified Professional Racquet Stringer
• Over 20 year's experience as a player
• Over 15 year's experience stringing racquetball racquets
• A large string collection to choose from

371 W. HONEY CREEK DR., TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802
INFO: 812-235-3701 FAX: 812-235-4482

ZONELASTEX.COM
Take an unfair advantage, ask for E-Lastex Strings by Zone

Zone and E-Lastex are trademarks of Zone Racquetech Research Ltd.

For the Zone Agent nearest you, phone 1-888-990-9548
Visit us at www.primenet.ca/zone
E-mail zone@primenet.ca

November — December 1997
•••

RACQUETBALL SOFTWARE FOR WINDOWS

Tournament and League software. Standard features including many draw formats, no conflicts, special start times, draw sheets and labels, scorecards, lots of reports, player database, seeds, fees, rating system, results, mailing labels, and more. BC Products: 602/905-1837. www.getnet.com/~bschwarz.

VACATION OPPORTUNITY

Professional Coaches Association ... Pros: Have an all-inclusive vacation of a lifetime. Sandals. Montego Bay. Teach a few hours a day in exchange for a $4,000 vacation for you and a guest. Join the Professional Coaches Association. For more information, call Mark Burns, Boston College Tennis at 617/552-3171.

WALT'S RACKET


ZONE SALES OPPORTUNITY

Fantastic Opportunity for Sales Reps and Distributors! Get in on the ground floor of a very promising young company. Join our team of sales reps and distributors and watch your own success grow with ours. Call now, toll free: 1-888-990-9548.

RACQUETBALL SPORTS SOFTWARE


TEACHING PRO NEEDED

... Requires four years professional teaching experience. Must have played in sanctioned tournaments in open or pro division. Must have directed USRA sanctioned tournaments, run leagues and group lessons. Will promote play to members and non-members, and be on call to teach private lessons at all levels. Will run clinics and classes for juniors and adults. Business is open 6am-10pm daily. Will work 35 hours per week as scheduled. $12.25 per hour. Position will last December 1 to May 15, 1998. Send resume to: Sandra Keller, Bozeman Job Service, 121 N. Wilson St., Bozeman, MT 59715. Phone: 406/582-9200. J# MT0549849.

EXTRA INCOME '97

Earn $200- $500 weekly mailing travel brochures. For more information send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Seabreeze Travel, P.O. Box 0188, Miami FL 33261.
# Pro Kennex Racquetball Rankings...

## Men's Open
1. Dan Obramski, PA
2. Michael Brandon, CA
3. Mike Locker, MN
4. Ruben Gonzalez, NY
5. Dan Iacocca, DE
6. Adam Karp, CA
7. Brian Fredenberg, TX
8. Travis Aldinger, PA
9. Tim Hansen, FL
10. Jimmy Lowry, AK

## Men's A
1. Ralph Cuesto, FL
2. Dan Pischke, WI
3. Alain Pujour, FL
4. Dan Gorg, CA
5. HECTOR Martinez, AR
6. Jeff Gal, NY
7. Ken Fairchild, NJ
8. Preston Gaster, NC
9. Mike O'Donoghue, DE
10. Not a Member, FL

## Men's B
1. Sam Ryder, WI
2. Craig Gitt, IL
3. Marc Schnittker, CO
4. George Anthon, LA
5. Not a Member, IL
6. Mike O'Donoghue, DE
7. Mike Andre, WI
8. Fabrizio Avea, FL
9. Mark Bianchi, OK
10. Sam Serrano, MA

## Men's C
1. Kevin Brand, SC
2. John Garcia, AR
3. Mike Lock, CA
4. Ruben Gonzalez, NY
5. Ryan Homa, WI
6. Not a Member, WI
7. Dan Iacocca, DE
8. Marc Dehart, TX
9. Fabrizio Avelar, FL
10. Marc Schnittker, TX

## Men's D
1. John Garcia, NM
2. Ray Meisner, IL
3. Jerry Gibson, TN
4. Mark Lawson, WV
5. WM Allen Ayers, AR
6. Steve Core, DE

## Men's All Age
1. Scott Granin, MA
2. Rob DeJesus, NM
3. Brian Pointelin, CO
4. Anthony Defusto, NY
5. Adam Karp, CA
6. David Smith, GA
7. Travis Aldinger, PA
8. John Canel, KS

## Men's 25+
1. Mike Locker, MN
2. Rich Baer, NY
3. James Lavello, FL
4. Matthew Anderson, GA
5. Brian Pointelin, CO
6. Anthony Defusto, NY
7. Adam Kemp, FL
8. David Smith, GA
9. Travis Aldinger, PA
10. John Canel, KS

## Men's 30+
1. Brad McCullin, IA
2. Greg Pek, TX
3. Dan Iacocca, DE
4. John Barrett, PA
5. Lee Beckwith, CO
6. Lance Gilliam, TX
7. John Negrete, FL
8. John Scargle, FL
9. Pat Bernardo, FL
10. Jim Jeffers, MN

## Men's 35+
1. Dave Watson, OK
2. Mitch Smith, PA
3. Tim Hansen, FL
4. Dave Eagle, OH
5. John Scargle, SC
6. Joe Hassey, AZ
7. Gil Rodriguez, VA
8. Jeff Hanno, NY
9. Not a Member, NY
10. Martin Mcdonald, TX

## Men's 40+
1. Terry Huhary, FL
2. Mitt Layton, FL
3. Tom Ral, VA
4. Ruben Gonzalez, NY
5. Mark Baron, VA
6. Dave Schwen, MO
7. Jim Luzar, WI
8. Dave Peck, TX
9. Ron Burris, FL
10. Chuck Gates, NH

## Men's 45+
1. Mitt Layton, FL
2. Gary Mazoiff, NM
3. Jim Luzar, WI
4. Jerry Dye, TX
5. Dan Davis, TX
6. Rich Furst, FL
7. Tom Roll, CO
8. Greg Hasty, IL
9. Darron Warren, CA
10. Don Scales, TX

## Men's 50+
1. Ed Arem, VA
2. John Aldape, ID
3. Roy Huss, OH
4. Tom McKie, TX
5. Dennis O'Brien, ID
6. Horace Miller, IL
7. Stan Lemon, TX
8. Chuck Matto, MO
9. Terry Albright, MO
10. Ken Vanzanet, MO

## Men's 55+
1. Glenn Allen, VA
2. Les Barbanel, NJ
3. Ron Hutchinson, IN
4. Warren Reuther, LA
5. Roger Wehrle, FL
6. Bobby Sanders, OH
7. Luis Guerrero, CA
8. Charlie, NY
9. Tom Rearden, IL
10. Jerry Winsins, LA

## Men's 60+
1. Jerry Stollman, WI
2. Jerry Holly, CA
3. Paul Bonales, AZ
4. Michael Jackson, CT
5. Jack Damsen, ID
6. David Jordan, NJ
7. Ron Mogger, MO
8. Rex Benhorn, AR
9. Ken Moore, CA
10. Grant Mccormick, PA

## Men's 65+
1. Dan Alt, FL
2. John Reid, CA
3. Charles Kaiser, MI
4. Otis Chopman, CH
5. Joe Lambert, TX
6. Ken Karmel, AR
7. Jack Bogay, OK
8. Veyln Dunn, ID
9. Vance Lerner, CA
10. Peace Grove, VA

## Men's 70+
1. Mal Roberts, FL
2. Dick Kincaide, CO
3. Hank Richard, GA
4. Earl Acuff, NC
5. Victor Sacco, NY
6. Joe Lambert, TX
7. Marvin Rosenberg, NJ
8. Ken Obsh, IL
9. Not a Member, PA
10. Not a Member, ME

## Men's 75+
1. Earl Acuff, NC
2. Robert Aquid, TX
3. Nick Sans, CA
4. Hank Richard, GA
5. Bill Matotan, NM
6. Al Romero, NM
7. George Spear, FL
8. Carlos Sosa, FL
9. Charles Russell, CA
10. Andy Trozz, MA

## Men's 80+
1. George Spear, FL
2. Harry Steinman, MD
3. C. Allen Shepherd, MD
4. Andrew, MA
5. John Pearce, FL
6. Walt Mosenthal, CA
7. Hank Richard, GA

## Women's Open
1. Kerri Holland, CA
2. Denise Mock, TX
3. Michelle Gould, ID
4. Lydia Hammack, CO
5. Kori Grasha, NY
6. Roz Petronelli, MA
7. Cherey Gudinas, IL
8. Robin Rodriguez, AK
9. Lorraine Feneey, MA
10. Elaine Mardas, OH

## Women's A
1. Yesenia Delbusto, FL
2. Michelle Kinaro, CA
3. Dianne Weissbach, MA
4. Jeannette Courey, TX
5. Karen Schmidt, CA
6. Megan Bals, NE
7. Carol Zimlinghaus, CO
8. Deborah Mustone, VA
9. Joanna Boyte, NC
10. Debbie Fordinlo, NY

## Women's B
1. Bonnie Mobey, MO
2. Yesenia Delbusto, FL
3. Belinda Dettmar, FL
4. Alina Pask, VA
5. Adrienne Fisher, OH
6. Kelly Goddard, WA
7. Grace Javorkey, KS
8. Daryl Lee, GA
9. Leslie Miller, IL
10. Bonnie Marrell, PA

## Women's C
1. Heather Lloic, FL
2. Shelly Stetler, CO
3. Nathania Stewart, GA
4. Laurie Gordon, CT
5. Kassi Hen, FL
6. Cheryl Bird, TX
7. Joel Fuller, NM
8. Susan Huntsman, TX
9. Jane Bentley, NM
10. Sheri Kinnaman, AR

## Women's D
1. Terry Truill, MI
2. Kathleen Neal, CA
3. Tara Barrett, PA
4. Keni herr, IL
5. Linda Gubinot, CA
6. Allisa Matza, CA
7. Tricia Antoina, LA
8. Terri Hart, FL
9. Cheryl Stamps, AR
10. Sharon Stevens, MA

## Women's Novice
1. Lourdes Rivera, Fl
2. Karl Arturo, AK
3. Lisa Barrett, PA
4. Keri Bubbs, TX
5. Linda Gubinot, CA
6. Keni Herr, IL
7. Kim Vanzanet, MO
8. Adrienne Fisher, OH
9. Sheri Kinnaman, AR
10. Amy Manne, PA

## Women's All Age
1. Shannon Fesler, DC
2. Sadie Griss, SD
3. Tammy Bock, CA
4. Kerri Stafford, OH
5. Vanessa Turan, NC
6. Erica Juhl, DE
7. Aimee Roehler, PA
8. Kim Machiran, MO
9. Lari Perino, MT
10. Nicole Schultz, OR

## Women's 25+
1. Michelle Wrigth, MD
2. Yesenia Delbusto, FL
3. Elaine Mardas, PA
4. Jen Yokota, MO
5. Thelma Ruhlen, VA
6. Peggy Callahan, CA
7. Joe Shattuck, CO
8. Tina Braden, CO
9. Sue Clax, FL
10. Isabel Delgado, FL
### Women's 30+
1. Lorraine Galloway, NY
2. Lydia Hammock, CA
3. B.J. Ehrhart, CT
4. Bridget Barron, TX
5. Debbie Tisinger, CA
6. Teri Lawrence, FL
7. Lisa Papp, GA
8. Sheri Viscount, IA
9. Holly Renen, NC
10. Stacy Sour, CO

### Women's 35+
1. Debbie Tisinger, CA
2. Denise Mack, TX
3. Kim Machirion, MO
4. Mary Bickley, PA
5. Roz Petronelli, N.J.
6. Lorraine Galloway, NY
7. Mary Beke, AZ
8. Carol Bastien, IL
9. Man Bridges, MO
10. Jodi Paul, PA

### Women's 40+
1. Linda Moore, NE
2. Marcia Richards, CO
3. Janice Chove, VA
4. Susan Pheifer, LA
5. Val Sheffelt, UT
6. Mary Bickley, PA
7. Janell Marriot, R.I.
8. Karen Bouchard, FL
9. Martha Bailey, CO
10. Debbie Brown, ME

### Women's 45+
1. Janet Myers, NC
2. Judy Sands, NJ
3. Shelley Ogden, OH
4. Eileen Tuckman, FL
5. Nancy Kronenfeld, IL
6. Gerri Staffreger, OH
7. Debbie Chaney, IN
8. Renee Fish, FL
9. Terry Ann Rogers, CA
10. Andee Giangos, NY

### Women's 50+
1. Gerri Staffreger, OH
2. Agatha False, CA
3. Pattie Schof, LA
4. Margaret Hof, IL
5. Donna Johnson, MD
6. Merjean Kelley, CA
7. Mary Barber, VA
8. Shari Chandler, WA
9. Nidia Funes, CA
10. Carol Pollowski, WI

### Women's 55+
1. Sharon Hastings-Weltly, OR
2. Gail Schwefer, MD
3. Rose Stoltmann, WI
4. Jo Kenyon, FL
5. Marquita Molina, CA
6. Nancy Butts, WI
7. Mildred Gwinn, NC
8. Pauline Kelly, IL
9. Annabelle Kovan, NE
10. Nidia Funes, CA

### Women's 60+
1. Jo Kenyon, FL
2. Helen Dunsmon, ID
3. Susan Embry, CA
4. Mary-Low Acuff, NC
5. Jane Graham, GA
6. Norma Carlisle, UT
7. Lola Markus, IL
8. Kathy Mueller, MN
9. Naomi Eads, MO
10. Ellis Sanchez, NM

### Women's 65+
1. Lola Markus, IL
2. Mary-Low Acuff, NC
3. Reta Harring, WI
4. Louise Kiss, NM
5. Paula McNeish, FL
6. B.G. Bailey, KY

### Women's 70+
1. Mary-Low Acuff, NC
2. Dorothy Vezetinski, WA
3. Not a Member, TN
4. Mary Lou Kackert, NM
5. Beth Keene, TX
6. Roberta Schoenfeld, NM

### Women's 75+
1. Mary-Low Acuff, NC
2. Eleanor Quackenbush, OR
3. Christine Stephens, TX

### Women's 80+
1. Zellda Friedland, NM

---

### BOYS

#### Boys 6 & Under
1. Alex Sutherland, WI
2. Michael Kaupla, WI

#### Boys 6- Multi-Bounce
1. Erick Podwill, OR
2. Jake Bredenbeck, MN
3. Ryan Noble, NC
4. John Sanderson, UT
5. Mike Clark, OR
6. Sean Wichers, NM
7. Andrew Nunez, NM
8. Devin Rojas, OR
9. Diego Castaneda, NM

#### Boys 8 & Under
1. Nick Arturo, AK
2. Jamin Godwin, FL
3. Mark Beaudry, CO
4. Allan Crockett, ALL
5. Matt Keddie, NH
6. Conner Reynolds, GA
7. Brad Starken, WI
8. Colin Stock, OR
9. Jansen Allen, TX
10. Kenneth Green Jr., GA

#### B8 - Multi-Bounce
1. Brandon Callihan, AK
2. Kenneth Green Jr., GA
3. Avery Zuck, OR
4. Matthew Machirion, MO
5. Colin Stock, OR
6. Eric Nolde, NE
7. Justin Assencion, MA
8. Cam Grumman, MN
9. Matt Keddie, NH
10. Andy Bettagnoli, WI

#### Boys 10-
1. Charlie Pratt, OR
2. Joey Lakowske, OH
3. Eddie Mazur, CT
4. Drew Toland, AR
5. Andrew Grissom, GA
6. Matthew Hammond, TX
7. Matt Johnson, NM
8. Matthew Emmel, NY
9. Mike Kudla, NH
10. Brad Starken, WI

#### Boys 12-
1. Clay Burns, FL
2. Brandon Shoemaker, OH
3. Patrick Devord, NE
4. Erik Leechh, AR
5. Seth Parker, PA
6. Chris Meyer, OR
7. Brad Slocum, FL
8. Adrian Anulewicz, CT
9. E.J. Basta, MO
10. Buck Harper, WI

#### Boys 14-
1. Bart Crawford, OR
2. Jack Huczak, MI
3. Matthew McElhiney, FL
4. Bobby Tantalo, NY
5. Trevor Crowe, OR
6. Erik Leechh, AR
7. Matt Lobene, NY
8. Michael Lawrence, AL
9. Joe Roth, PA
10. Joel Worthington, KS

#### Girls 14-
1. Melanie Mueller, CO
2. Kristen Walsh, UT
3. Krystal Cusk, IL
4. Juliana Mayo, NY
5. Kristen Kover, NE
6. Jen Ersek, NY
7. Crystal Winfrey, OH
8. Amy Hoelingsworth, OR
9. Mary Sweeney, NY
10. Addy Buzi, TX

#### Girls 16-
1. Brooke Crawford, OR
2. Megan Bals, NE
3. Meghan Guarino, IL
4. Sara Borland, IA
5. Maggie Debord, NE
6. Jennifer Swallow, PA
7. Jessica Wood, NY
8. Krystal Cusk, IL
9. Michelle Gonzalez, OR
10. Davina Bloom, TX

---

### GIRLS

#### G6 - Multi-Bounce
1. Rebecca Robinson, OR

#### Girls 8 & Under
1. Brittany Legget, OR
2. Rebeka Kopf, NY
3. Jenny Epstein, NY
4. Shannon Ingelsby, OR
5. Sarah Hoyt, OR
6. Ashley Willhite, OR
7. Brandi Alexander, LA
8. Kara Mazur, CT
9. Nicole Robinson, OR
10. Michelle Kay, AZ

#### G8 - Multi-Bounce
1. Brittany Legget, OR
2. Kara Mazur, CT
3. Shannon Ingelsby, OR
4. Brooke Schuelenberg, MN
5. Nicole Robinson, OR
6. Sarah Hoyt, OR
7. Melissa Garcia, NM
8. Jenny Epstein, NY
9. Rebeka Kopf, NY
10. Sharon Jackson, IN

#### Girls 10-
1. Ashley Legget, OR
2. Brandie Hanson, OR
3. Jenny Hough, MD
4. Ashley Willhite, OR
5. Natalie Starken, WI
6. Nikki Winfrey, WI
7. Kelley Fisher, OH
8. Katie Lyons, FL
9. Kimberly Walsh, UT
10. Kastle Aruto, AK

#### Girls 12-
1. Kimberly Irons, OH
2. Cari Milftsky, NY
3. Mary Sweeney, NY
4. Adrienn Hoffer, OH
5. Deral Darling, OR
6. Jesi Fuller, NM
7. Katherine Stock, CO
8. Lindsay Deutsch, TX
9. Erica Beaudry, CO
10. Grace Leutele, AZ

These rankings are based on results processed by the national office as of: SEPTEMBER 15, 1997

---

**WHO'S NOT A MEMBER?**

Since ranking services are a benefit of USRA membership, it is the policy of RACQUETBALL to publish the "Top-Ten" national rankings of members only.

Ranking lists are reviewed prior to each publication to ensure that all named "top-ten" athletes are current members of the USRA. So, it is the ranked athlete's responsibility to make sure that his/her membership is in good standing year-round.

If you suspect that you might be among the "not a member" group — you’ll want to follow up with a call to the national office (at 719/635-5396) to confirm your status.

---

RACQUETBALL Magazine
**United States Racquetball Association**

**calendar...**

---

**NOVEMBER**

November 15  
Lehigh Valley Open  
Allentown Racquetball Club  
Allentown, PA  
610-821-1300

November 18  
Bountiful Bash  
Bountiful Recreation  
Bountiful, UT  
801-298-6220

November 19  
The Wildest Turkey  
The Alaska Club East  
Anchorage, AK  
907-337-9550

November 20  
Pro Kennex Grand Prix  
#2 @ Courtesy  
Sports/Schoeber's  
San Jose, CA  
408-238-8605

November 22  
Aerofit Turkey Shoot  
Aerofit Health & Fitness Center  
Bryan, TX  
409-823-0971

Racquetball One  
East Lansing - MAC  
East Lansing, MI  
616-975-9080

November 27  
Turkey Shoot  
The Racquet Centre  
Hollywood, CA  
310-861-6028

---

**DECEMBER**

December 4  
Master's Champ's @  
Redwood Multipurpose Ctr  
Valleymont, UT  
801-974-6923

December 5  
Brian Scott Memorial  
AJ's Park Center  
Boise, ID  
208-343-2288

PENNBIARI Holiday Racquetball Classic  
Pennbriar Athletic Club  
Erie, PA  
814-925-8111

Splatmasters  
Summerhill Racquet Club  
Fayetteville, AR  
501-267-8110

**USRA Official Event Sponsors**

- **E-Force**  
- **Ektelon**  
- **Penn**  
- **ProKenneex**

**USRA Approved Balls**

- **Dunlop**  
- **Ektelon**  
- **Penn (official)**  
- **ProKenneex**  
- **Spalding**  
- **Wilson**

---

**December 12**  
Build the Arc  
Courtplus  
New Bern, NC  
919-633-2221

Mountain Madness  
Gatlinburg, TN  
423-354-4990

**December 14**  
Junior Jack Frost  
Lincoln Racquet Club  
Lincoln, NE  
402-454-2765

---

November — December 1997
1997

**USRA NATIONAL EVENTS**

**November 12-16**
Promus Hotel Corporation 2nd U.S. OPEN Championships: Memphis
Pro Kennex IRF 9th World Junior Championships: Fountain Valley, CA

**December 19-23**

**1998

**USRA NATIONAL EVENTS**

**January 15-17**
USRA 14th Annual Leadership Conference: Colorado Springs, CO
Women's Senior/Master National Championships: Canoga Park, CA
NMRA U.S. Masters Singles Invitational: San Francisco, CA

**February 18-21**
USRA 11th National High Schools: St. Louis, MO
for Intercollegiates ...

**March 25-29**
E-Force USRA 29th National Intercollegiates: Phoenix, AZ

**April 3-11**
12th Tournament of the Americas/Pan Am Qualifier: Winnipeg, CAN
for Regionals ...

**Ektelon USRA Regional Qualifier Championships: Nationwide**

**April 02-04**
NMRA U.S. Golden Masters Singles/Doubles: Pittsburgh, PA

**May 20-25**
Ektelon USRA 31st U.S. National Singles: Houston, TX

**June 27 - July 1**
Ektelon USRA 25th U.S. Junior Olympics: Portland, OR

---

**Event Level & Description**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Finish &amp; Point Awards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Closed State Tournament</td>
<td>1st: 30 2nd: 20 3rd: 15 4th: 10 5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Open Tournament</td>
<td>1st: 50 2nd: 30 3rd: 20 4th: 15 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>State Championship</td>
<td>1st: 150 2nd: 100 3rd: 75 4th: 50 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Regional Championship</td>
<td>1st: 250 2nd: 150 3rd: 100 4th: 75 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>National Invitational</td>
<td>1st: 300 2nd: 200 3rd: 150 4th: 100 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>National Championship</td>
<td>1st: 600 2nd: 400 3rd: 300 4th: 200 100*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In draws of 48 or more at a national championship, the 9-16th place finishers receive 50 points.
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[Event details and results]
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100% cotton heavyweight T-shirts. Available with designs and colors shown. Adult sizes M-XXL.

*Add $2.00 for XXL sizes.

Extra heavyweight preshrunk 100% cotton short sleeve henley. Embroidered with your choice of USRA or USA logo. Adult sizes M-XXL.

HE-USRA $24.00
HE-USA $24.00
*Add $2.00 for XXL sizes.

100% cotton pique knit Stars 'n Stripes golf shirt. Embroidered with your choice of USRA or USA logo. Adult sizes M-XXL.

SS-USRA $49.00
SS-USA $49.00
*Add $2.00 for XXL sizes.

90/10 Cotton/Poly 9 oz. sweatshirt. Available with USRA or USA embroidered logo. Adult sizes M-XXL.

GS-USRA $30.00
GS-USA $30.00
*Add $2.00 for XXL sizes.
100% Cotton denim jacket with two front flap pockets and two side welt pockets. Embroidered with your choice of USRA or USA logo. Adult sizes M-XXL.

DJ-USRA $69.00
DJ-USA $69.00
*Add $4.00 for XXL sizes.

80/20 heavyweight pique fleece half-zip pullover with two inseam pockets. Embroidered with your choice of USRA or USA logo. Adult sizes M-XXL.

FP-USRA $66.00
FP-USA $66.00
*Add $4.00 for XXL sizes.

Denier polyester sport bag with three outside pockets. Detachable shoulder strap. USRA or USA embroidered logo. 20"X10"X10"

SB-USRA $40.00
SB-USA $40.00

Six panel adjustable cap available in colors and embroidered designs shown.

CP-USRA $17.00
CP-USA $17.00

100% cotton seed stitch crew neck sweater. Embroidered with your choice of USRA or USA logo. Adult sizes M-XXL.

CNS-USRA $60.00
CNS-USA $60.00
*Add $4.00 for XXL sizes.

100% nylon fully lined warm up suit with matching pants. Embroidered with USA or USRA front logo. Adult sizes S-XXL.

WU-USRA $99.00
WU-USA $99.00
*Add $4.00 for XXL sizes.

MAIL TO:
1685 West Uintah
Colorado Springs, CO 80904-2921

NAME __________________ 
ADDRESS __________________
CITY ________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______

ITEM  COLOR  S  M  L  XL  XXL  TOTAL PIECES  UNIT PRICE  SUBTOTAL

☐ CHECK ENCLOSED
☐ VISA
☐ MASTERCARD

CARD # ____________ EXP DATE ____________

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Questions? Call (719) 635-5396

FAX your order to: (719) 635-0685

SUBTOTAL

Add $6.95 shipping and handling for first three pieces. Add $1.00 per piece additional for orders more than three pieces.

TOTAL

SIGNATURE
Ektelon’s Game Face is a natural on court. NFS Indoor 1.5 with Natural Foot Shape™ that is — long-lasting comfort with quickness, traction, support and stability. The long hot game continues...